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INTRODUCTION 
"In our present day plural istic society , people have 
many interests--business , social, fraternal , and re-
ligious . Since today ' s s ingle-member district system 
of representation arbitrarily divides population into 
arithmetical areas , it does not represent these inter-
ests adequately. Thi s method of representation fails 
to consider that men live their lives, not as citizens 
of a state or voters in a congressional district , but 
as members of various business social , and economical 
units . Along with this fact , the individual in modern 
industrialized society (with its business relationships 
and social contracts so minutely subdivided and spec-
ialized) is no longer the smallest unit of the greatest 
significance. ·Therefore , the onl y v.ray in vrhich the in-
dividual with his fttnc tional interests can make himself 
felt · in government is through the present day pressure 
group . 11 l 
I . STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 
Pressure groups are organized minorities , based upon a 
specific vested interest , which maintain lobbyists to im-
portttne representatives of the l egislature to support or 
oppose programs that they , as pressure groups , are interest-
ed in. These groups , through mass media and other methods 
of publicity , constantl y seek to enlist the attention of the 
electorate and influence the conduct of politicians . In 
this process , a pressure group's activities takes on many 
forms as ventilating lobby grievances , exploring abuses in 
government, suggesting improvements in the public service , 
expounding principles , and formulating various legislative 
plans and programs. A primary function of said groups is 
1 . E. P. Herring,: Group Representation Before Congress (Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins Press , 1929) pp . 5,6, 
citing G. D. H. -C~ole, Guild Socialism restated. 
1. 
to bring fonrard particular issues and then marshall the 
facts and the arguments that seem mos t likely to carry 
weight with the legislature or i.·li th the mass of the people . 
S'ometimes these organizations vrork solely for the public 
good; more often their objects are selfish. By the strength 
of their organization, by adroit mana gement , by persis tent 
and intense propa ganda, they ar e able to reach t he public 
ear in cases where the voice of isolated individuals would 
be lost in the general clamor. 
Pressure groups have a defini t e part to play in a 
democratic system of government which inadequately rep-
resents functional interests . The phrase associated with 
lobbies as being the "Third House of Congress 11 cannot be 
over-exaggerated. Numerous contemporary cases are cited 
daily in newspapers illustrating the vast power of these 
groups. In the past, to cite a few cases , lobbies have 
been credited with the passage of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff 
(the Connecticut Hanufacturer 's Association), the vlagner 
Act (labor unions) , the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 
1938 (Farm Bureau Federation), and the defeat of price 
controls, 1951 (farm and business groups), and Governor 
Bowles r 19L1-9 Reorganization Program (business, farm, and 
educational groups) . Thus, lobbies are rightfully credited 
vvi th vast powers vrhether on local or national political 
levels. 
This paper is delimited to a study of a particular 
2. 
technique in lobby activity: the cooperation of groups in 
promoting legislation. It is an investigation of how a 
lobby, in this case the Connec ticut Education Association, 
cooperates with other groups 1) to arouse public opinion, 
and 2) to enlarge its base of impression upon the indivi-
dual legislator. It is a study to shm·T why and ho-vr other 
groups cooperate \·lith the Connecticut Education in the 
promotion of its legislation. 
II. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The state of Connecticut appropriated for education, in 
the year 1949, approximately 60 million dollars. Tvro special 
sessions were required to enact the legislation after the mat-
ter had become a political football be~Teen the Republican 
House and the Democratic administration. The political par-
ties can't be exclusively credited for such a large appropria-
tion without considering the efforts of the pressure groups 
responsible for the submission and pressuring of the legisla-
tion enacted. The Connecticut Education Association is one of 
the educational lobbies which played an important part in this 
law-making process in the 1949 session, and therefore supplies 
a fruitful source of study. To provide an exhaustive treat-
ment, however, one portion of the total scope of the Connect-
icut Education Association's operations will be considered--
the association's cooperation vTi th other groups. This aspect 
is important becuase cooperation is one of the major tech-
niques that organized minorities use when they try to usurp 
3. 
the povrer of the majority . 
III. BRIEF HI STORY OF T:g:E CONNECTICUT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
A brief history of the highlights in C. E.A. development 
-vrill provide background material in understanding this organ-
ization as well as to illus trate its parochial nature . One 
will obs erve, in the fol l owing history of the legislative 
1 
bills supported by this lobby , that the interests of this 
group , in earlier days and today , remains within the educa-
tional field and does not deviate into other i mportant fields 
of interest as labor , farm and business, etc • • 
The Connecticut State Teacher ' s Association vras first 
organized April 7, 1848 , "'.vhen eighty teachers throughout Conn-
ecticut assembled a t the West Meriden Baptist Church. Es -
pecially significant at this original meeting was a petition 
2 
sent t o the legislature to establish a seminary for t eachers . 
Thus , it appears that the original founding of the teachers' 
association vras for a pol itical as vrell as a socia l purpose . 
From t his point on , t he legislati ve interest of the 
State Teacher's Association \vas directed mainly at teachers ' 
affairs. These i nterests included such things as a normal 
school appropriation and a uniform teacher ' s vacation in 18~~ ; 
compulsory school attendance and teachers' certificates in 
1872; a teacher 's retirement system in 1917; and , in 1921 , 
affiliation with the National Education Association. 
1 ~ - · Under · tl~e- lobby. ·tav-r of the state of Connectic ut , the 
c . E. A. isn't considered a pressure group that is required 
to register 1vith the secretary of the state . 
2 . A seminary is the equivalent of a normal school . 
4. 
Finally, in 1933, the State Teacher's Association became 
a fledgling lobby when they opened an office in the State 
Office Building in Hartford and engaged Mr . Francis Harring-
ton as executive secretary. The Association gradually gather-
ed strength i n its growth to become a full fledged pressure 
1 
group i n 1947 '\·Then "the c.s.T.A. came of age.u The year 1947 
was also significant in that the c.s . T.A. enlarged its scope 
and membership by amending its constitution; at that time, 
the organization also changed its name to the Connecticut 
Education Association. Prior to the alteration of the con-
sti tution, membership ~t..ras limited to classroom teachers, but 
after the revision, many more educational groups were made 
eligible for admittance or affiliation with the organization. 
This transition resu.l ted in a great increase in membership 
and proved to be one of the basic and ttnderlying factors con-
2 
tributing to the power of the C.E . A •• 
Today the executive or paid lobbying staff consists of 
seven people: the executive secretary , director of research 
and field service, associate in field service, director of 
public relation, office manager, and ~~o clerks. The paid 
staff is located at 21 Oak Street, Hartford , across from the 
1. 
2. 
Fennessey Canty, High Points C.E.A. Legislative Progress, 
Connecticut Teacher , Nay 1948, p. 194. 
c . r . post pp. 10-11. 
5. 
state library. The office space occuJies one flat of five 
large rooms that are simply furnished in comparison with the 
more elaborate chambers of the Connecticut Hanufacturers' 
Association and other better established lobbies . The main 
handicap under which the staff operates is the lack of facili-
ties for original research vmrk; for such statistical infor-
mation as it mi ght desire , it must borrmv from other pressure 
1 
groups or the State Department of Education. 
IV. STATEHENT OF THE S01JRCES UTILIZED AI\TD THE HETHODS EN-
PLOYED 
The sources utilized to gain information for this thesis 
are varied, for signs of cooperation had to be sought in 
many diverse places. The material \·!as gathered mainly from 
original sources, with recourse to secondary sources such as 
newspapers, 1>1here necessary. The Education and Appropriation 
Committee hearings of the 19tr7 and 1949 legislative sessions 
proved to be an index of the groups interested in educational 
legislation. Other vital sources of information vrere per-
sonal interviews and correspondence '\vi th lobbies and other 
groups in the state. Since t he most influential paper in 
Nevr Haven county , "The New Haven Register," ·Has a staunch 
opponent of the educational bloc, the issues from January 
through Hay of 1949 vrere scrutinized for possible relevant 
data. The 1948 to 1950 issues of the "Connecticut Teacher" , 
1. Gertrude ~·farner~ A Century of Service; Connecticut 
Teacher May 194~ , pp . 147-148. 
6. 
the official organ of the Connecticut Education Association, 
-vrere examined for pertinent information. Of special sig-
nificance in the magazine were the minutes of the C.E.A. 
State Board Meetings, which at times proved revealing. Leg-
islative Bulletins of the organization 1-rere examined vJherever 
possible for data of importance to t he study. 
V. THE UNDERLYING THEORY 
The national lobbies and many state lobbies of the 
United States cooperate fairly extensively on programs of 
mut ual interest. In Connecticut, a s pirit of "Yankee In-
dividualism" persists, which nullifies effective cooperation 
among the pressure groups. The f undamental theory that pre-
vails throughout this thesis is one of inherent pressure 
group parochialism. (,\Jebster defines parochialism as a 11nar-
l 
rawness of interests and opinions", a definition which in 
turn describes the cooperative attitude of lobbies and other 
groups in Connecticut. Hr. Henry Farrington, chairman of 
the Legislative Action Com~ittee of the C.E.A., expressed 
adequately the state of mind of Connecticut lobbies, -vrhen, 
upon being asked whether the C. E.A. directly solicited the 
support of the many diversified groups, such as the religious, 
labor, and management organizat ions, he said "they are not 
educational groups; 1>1hy should v.re ask them for support on 
1. vlebster Is Collegiate Dictiona7Y' 5th Edition, (Spring-
field: G ~ C Merriam Co. 193 , p. 722. 
7. 
1 
educational legislation?" This remark clarifies to a large 
extent the parochial nature of lobbies and the noticeable 
2 
lack of cooperation among pressure groups at the state level. 
The narro~mess of pressure group interests is probably the 
reason they will remain such and never adequately compete 
with political parties in the struggle for political control 
3 
of government. 
VI . ARRANGEHENT OF THE l 'LA.TERIAL 
The material is essentially divided into three chapters 
dealing with lobbying on the state level. The first chapter 
considers the type of legislation promoted by the C. E.A. and 
how said legislation is representative of teacher interests 
in the C. E. A.. Such an investigation involves an explanation 
of how the c.E.A. had to compromise its legislation prior 
to submission to the legislature. Chapter II is devoted to 
a comparative stud.y of the educational policies of the var-
ious groups which, in turn, illustrates the parochialism of 
pressure group interest . The final chapter considers the 
direct and indirect cooperation of the C.E.A. vrith the many 
organizations of the state. 
2. 
3. 
This is contrary to vrhat the Ohio Education Association 
believes, for this teachers group believes its life 
blood comes from cooperation with other groups. 
c. f. post Chapter II . 
Pressure Groups with narrow programs cantt attract the 
variety of interest necessary to ·v1in an election in the 
United' States. ·· 
B. 
-- _ ____ __::__ __ _ 
CHAPTER I 
1 
THE COMPANY UNION 
The Connecticut Education Association is an organization 
very similar to a company union. To prove this premise, the 
writer has analyzed the manner in which the legislation of 
the Connecticut Education Association is compromised, 1) with 
the managerial element in the C.E.A. and 2) other educational 
groups, prior to presentation before the state legislature. 
The subject matter is divided into three sections. To 
begin with, Section A. analyzes the internal organization and 
membership in order to indicate the manner in which a manager 
minority is over-represented in the C.E.A •• Section B is de-
voted to the Legislative Coordinating Committee, the right 
arm of the Educational Bloc at the State Capitol. This sec-
tion illustrates how legislation must be further compromised 
when united action on bills of major importance is desired. 
Finally, prior to the chapter summation, Senate Bill 40? is 
analyzed in order to demonstrate vrith an actual bill, the 
company union attitude of the C.E.A •• 
A. THE HEMBERSHIP OF THE CONNECTICUT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
To the layman, the c.E.A. is an educational organization 
composed of school teachers. \Vhen the 10,000 odd members are 
1. As the name implies, a company union is a union dominated 
by employer interests. 
9. 
analyzed as to their specific vocation , hovrever , one discovers 
not only the typical classroom teacher but many other educa-
tional specialists . Not only are there rural and urban tea-
chers who differ greatly as to educational outlook and policies; 
but there are enrolled in the membership of the c . E. A. many 
diversified educators , as el ementary and secondary school prin-
1 
cipals , all but eighteen of the state of Connecticut ' s public 
school superintendents , and countless other educational tech-
nicians . The diversification can best be illustrated by the 
following list of affiliated organizations: 
"Connecticut Arts Association 
Connecticut Association For Childhood Education 
Connecticut Association For Health , Physical Education 
and Recreation 
Connecticut Audio-Visual Education Association 
Connecticut Business Educators Association 
Connecticut Council of Adult Education 
Connecticut Association of Elementary School Principals 
Connecticut Home Economics Association 
CoP~ecticut Industrial Arts Association 
Connecticut Music Educators Association 
Connecticut Scholastic Press Association 
Connecticut School I.ibrary Association 
CoP~ecticut Secondary School Principals Association 
Connecticut Social Studies Teachers' Association 
Connecticut Special Education Association 
Connecticut State Association of Deans 
Connecticut Vocational Association 
Connecticut Vocational Guidance Association" 2 
Considering that there are so many varied educational interests 
in c . E. A. membership alone, the only possible conclusion is 
1 . 
2. 
State Board of Director's Meeting , Connecticut Teacher, 
Sept. and Oct., 1949. 
Connecticut Teacher, December 1948; p . 66 . 
10. 
that legislation could never be exclusively school teacher 
legislation, but must be a compromise of some kind or other. 
Consequently, from merely observing C.E. A. membership, it 
'vould be impossible to designate this group as representative 
of the class room teacher. In fact, in the past, the c.E.A. 
has become notorious in under-representing the teacher (the 
majority of membership) and over-representing a minority, the 
1 
superintendents . 
A significant factor, 'vhich must be taken into account, 
is that both manager (as basically represented by the super-
intendent and secondly by the principals ) and employee (as 
represented by the classroom teachers) are united in one or-
ganization. Since both the nominal boss and worker are mem-
bers of the same lobby, it is , then, no surprise to find many 
beginning teachers coerced (by the same Hobbesian compulsion 
of economic survival as the typical factory worker) into join-
ing the proper organization-- in this case the C. E.A. -- as 
is the case with a factory worker and the company union. As 
with the company union which sets up a stereotype ideal to 
follovr, the c.E.A. indirectly does the same with their school 
teacher members. The following table illustrates the correla-
2 
tion between the factory system and the educational system: 
1. 
2. 
C.f. p . 12. 
Outside of a difference in skills and the importance of 
such, in society, it is very difficult to draw clear cut 
distinctions behreen these two corporate systems. Both 
11. 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEH 
Board of Education 
Superi ntendents 
Secondary School Princ i pals 
Elementary School Principal s 
Teacher 
FACTORY SYSTE11 
Board of Directors 
Plant Nanager 
Shop Foreman 
Section Foremen 
\IJ'orker 
Although the National Education Association has been 
split by internal dissension due to the insertion of rel igious 
issues in the present Federal Aid to Education Bill, the af-
filiated C. E. A. doesn't appear to have been affected by this 
controversy. The leaders of the C. E.A. contend , however, 
that Mrs. Helen Holley, former head of the Hartford affiliate 
of the C. E.A. , departed from the folds of the organization 
and joined the teacher ' s union because of basic religious 
difference with the N.E.A. 's stand on the Barden Bill. This 
contention may be discounted , for a more accurate reason would 
probably be that a difference in educational policy existed , 
the defectionists being a more a ggressive, liberal , and mili-
1 
tant teacher's group . 
the teacher and worker are employees with varying de-
grees of independence; both, in order to keep their 
security, must confine themselves to \·Tell established 
patterns of behavior -vrhich meet the employers 1 appr oval. 
1. Hr. Greenberg , president of the teacher's union, and 
other educational leaders agree that the reason vrhy Hrs. 
Nolley and the other defectionists vTi thdre\v from the 
C.E.A. , in 1947, was due to the fact that the leaders 
of the c.E.A. 1•1ere not adequately representing teacher 
interests. These people contended that the policies 
of the c . E.A. vrere too conservative, and not aggressive 
enough to accomplish any successes of note at the state 
capitol. \•!hat these leaders had particularly in mind 
\·Jas the failure of the c.E.A. to use vigorous pressure 
12. 
] . THE LEGISLATIVE COORDINATI NG COHHITTEE 
At this point , it would be in order to cons ider the or-
gan, the Legi s lative Coordinating Committee , which actually 
formulates most of the important l egislation that the c . E. A. 
supports. The point in considering the L. c . c . i s t o demon-
strate how legislation , which the C. E. A. doesn ' t exclusively 
sponsor, must be compromised wi t h other educa t ional groups 
prior to presentation before the state l egi slatur e . The 
Coordi nating Committee acts a s a coordi na t ed unit of educa-
t ional interests and power, an educationa l bl oc '; bef or e the 
legis l ators . An examination of the L.c.c. also illustrates 
manager ial group over-representation. 
As Mr . Henry Farringt on , cha irman of the Legi slative 
Action Commi t tee of the c. E. A., remarl~ed , u.\vhen \ •Te have a 
piece of legis lat ion under consideration , "lve take i t t o the 
other educational groups in t he state and iron out our diff-
1 
erences so as to present a united ec1uca tional front . 11 \fua t 
Hr . Farrington "l.ras referring to \vas the Legislative Coordina-
ting Committee , a group of five or gani zations which forms t he 
base of the educa tional bloc i n the state of Connecticut . 
The organizations included i n this a ggregation of five a re 
or to exert any s ignificant pressure in attempting t o 
pass a $2l.t-OO minimum bill in 191.1-7. 
1. Intervie'l.rJ vJith Mr . Farrington, December 29 , 1949 , Nmv 
Haven , Connecticut . 
13. 
the Connecticut State Department of Education, the Con_necticut 
Education Association, the Connecticut State Superintendents' 
Association, the Secondary School Principals' Association, and 
1 
the Elementary School Principals' Association. 
Prior to the formation of the L.c.c., there vras little 
direct and concerted cooperation among the groups represented 
on said committee. In fact, in 1947, such bills as H.B. 412 
(minimum teachers salary) and S.B. 25 (state aid) '\•Tere spon-
sored and promoted individually, rather than the cooperative 
manner in -vrhich t hey 'l.vere presented in the 1949 legislature. 
As indicated in His s Fennessey Canty's article in the "Conn-
ecticut Teacher" of May , 1948, this tmcooperati ve attitude 
is further shovm: 
"Looking ahead, "t•Te note the possibility of keying into 
our Legislative Action Committee (the legislative arm 
of the c.E.A.) other groups having an interest in edu-
cational legislation, such as the state-employed tea-
chers and administrators. It is emi nently desirable 
that there be developed among all such groups a unified 
educational front." 2 
Consequently , the c.E.A. profited from its abortive experi-
ences in the 1947 legislature, and, in 1949, has joined with 
the aforementioned other groups to promote the tecl~nique of 
bloc pressure at the state capitol. 
An analysis of the relative strength of these five groups 
de:rr:onstrates vThere povrer lies i n the Educational Bloc. Com-
1. c. f. post, Chp. III. 
2. Canty , loc. cit. 
llt-. 
mencing vri th the strongest element of the five, the State De-
partment of Education , one finds a peculiar administrative 
situation. The State Department of Education is a regular 
department of the executive , but its pol icies are formulated 
by the State Board of Education , a body composed of nine mem-
bers appointed by the governor . The State Department promotes 
bills with or \vi t hout the approval of the administration , a 
situation '\vhich not only creates confusion in the executive 
branch but also i n the mind of the average voter who likes 
clear lines of responsibility j_n his government . Notable ex-
amples are the bills on state aid , S. B. 238 , and aid to school 
buildings , S. B. 240 . In February and March of 194~ , both bills 
vlere pressured hea_vily by the Educational Bloc; Governor 
Bm,rles ' budget estimates, at that time , \·Jere lmver than de-
manded by the State Department , sponsor of these bills. There-
fore, Governor Bowles opposed these bills pending a report from 
a special investigatory commission studying the needs of edu-
cation in the state . This committee later reported favorably 
on t he estimated expenses as recommendeo_ in S. B. 238 and S. B. 
21.1-o, and f ull administration support v-ra s rendered. Prior to 
this report, the executive branch of the state '\<Tas unnecessar.:. · 
1 
ily split in s upport of these bills . 
1. The reorganization of the State Department of Education 
vras opposed by the C. E.A. , because the proposed reorgani -
zation ordered that the c9amissioner of the State Depart-
ment be app ointed and dismissed by the governor and not by ,. 
the State Board of Education; the reorganization commission 
15'. 
Although the State Department hasn't any local units or 
formal pressure organ to i mportune the legislators and arouse 
1 
popular support in behalf of its program, it is the most pmv-
erful of the five groups in the Coordinating Co~~ittee. It 
is the strongest group because of the department's adminis-
trative influence in the rural school systems of the state 
and because of the vast research facilities at the disposal 
of the State Department. 
The Department conducts forums and conferences, as the 
Lakeville Conference in October 1949 (designed to promote 
the improvement of education in Connecticut) and the Connecti-
cut CotUlcil on Education (to discuss the educational problems 
of the state). Included at these conferences and forums are 
the most prominent groups in the state . Here the State De-
partment intimately 1vorks and helps formulate educational 
policies with the vigorous and varied pressure groups of the 
State. The lobbies feel it important to cooperate vli th the 
1. 
also advocated the abolition of the State Board of Edu-
cation. These reorganization proposals v.rere made to 
avoid confusion and sharpen the lines of responsibility 
in the executive department, but the C.E.A. opposed these 
recommendations on t1:1o grounds: 1) on the belief that 
education should be removed as far as possible from poli-
tics and 2) because her present influence with an inde-
pendent state department vTas greater than it \vould be 
if the department was controlled by an appointee of the 
governor, who -yrould have to follmv the admi nistration's 
policies and not his mvn. The foundation of the Legis-
lative Coordinating Committee 11ould also be undermined. 
Some lobbyists state that the C.E.A. is its effectuating 
arm of the State Department of Education. 
16. 
Sta te Department in these var i ous conr erences s o as to be 
firstly, on the ground floor in influencing the educational 
policy of the state , and , secondly , and more important , to be 
on friendly terms 1·li th the officials of the department . The 
reason being that the department sets up the standard curri-
cula to be f'CH1 m·red by the local school systems of the state. 
If an organization vrould like to get a study aid program ac -
cepted in the school systems (such as the Connec t icut Hanu-
facturers ' Association fifth and sixth grade study units) , 
it must first acquire the appr oval of the State Department of 
Education. 
Another sour ce of State Department power lies in the 
1 
great inrluence that state funds and direction play in the 
rural areas. Since Co1~ecticut is a rurally and Republ i can 
2 
dominated state , the obvious conclusion is that the State 
Department of Education's pm,rer grovrs proportionately to 
rural influence in the state. The fact that the Board of 
Education is also rurally dominated adcls to the depB.rtment 1 s 
influence. 
l . 
2. 
State funds have played such an important role in rural 
educational programs that 114 tov1ns have reduced their 
appropriations for schools since state aid to education 
vras enacted. The provisions of state aid to education 
in S. B. 238 are so constructed that regards for need and 
equivalent budget estimates are ignored. 
The rural areas in the state of Connecticut are tradi-
tionally Republican. The rotten borough representation 
in the House of Representatives all mrs a tm•m like Union 
vri th a population of 234 to have equal representation 
17. 
The second most povTerful group is the Con.necticut State 
Superintendent's Association. Although numerically inferior 
to the c . E.A., the Superintendent's Association is a more 
pm·rerful group than the former for the following reasons. 
Since politics and education have not been divorced from each 
other in the public school systems of Connecticut , the super-
intendent's pm•rer of appointing new teachers is an important 
patronage weapon in party politics . Consequently, it is not 
an unusual sight to find that an i mportant person in the 
politics of the community is a s uperintendent. Therefore , 
the influence of the superintendents with local politicians 
and representatives in the state legislature is much greater 
than the superior number s of the C. E. A •• 
Third in importance in the Legislative Coordinating 
Committee is the c.E . A.. This group , besides being an or-
ganization of many affiliated educationa l groups , is an amal-
gamation of local teachers ' organizations. These local 
groups form the backbone and real membership strength of the 
c . E. A.. Said local units represent a source of both strength 
and weakness in the C. E. A.. They offer strength in numbers 
as well as a grass roots base to promote legisla tion, but 
with a tm·m like Hartford \vith a population of 166,ooo. 
vli th one house ~brays Republican and the state fluctua-
ting betl.·reen a Democratic and Republican Administration, 
the state capi t ol is considered to be Republican and 
rurally dominated. 
18. 
they also are a source of "t·Teakness in the C.E.A., in that, 
they prevent the state organization from becoming a central-
ized efficient organization. Thus, although the c.E.A. has 
over 10,000 members, its real political power is nebulous. 
Some additional factors which might explain C.E.A. impotency 
are: l) the conservatism of school teachers as expressed in 
the remark made by Mis s Marie Lipps, president of the Elem-
entary Schools Principals Association, vrho is also a c.E.A. 
member . "The sentiment of my organization lies '\vi th enlight-
ened public opinion in the promotion of legislation and not 
1 
with pressure politics"; and 2) the fact that the c.E.A. is 
still a novice at professional lobbying. As a result of the 
aforementioned comments, the general consensus of opinion at 
the capitol is that the C.E.A. isn't a power behind the educa-
tional bloc , but that the real powers are the State Depart-
ment of Education and the local school boards. 
Although Hiss Canty , former Pres ident of the C.E.A., 
contends that the c.E.A. has been quite successful with its 
legislative program, "when it comes to success in securing 
desirable educational legislation, our association has an 
2 
enviable record11 ; actually, the C. E.A. has been responsible 
1. Intervie'IJT vri th l-1iss Marie Lipps: January 20, 195'0, 
Hartford. 
2. Canty, lot. cit. 
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for little important legislation in the past. True , this 
group has supported educational legislation that has been 
passed by the state legislature, but supporting and sponsor-
ing a bill are t"m different things . 
A Brief history and description of the strong legisla-
tive force available to this group illustrates its poten-
tialities. On paper, the c.E.A. could rival the Anti- Saloon 
League . Prior to 19L~5', the legislative program was in the 
hands of a chairman and committee of tvTenty administrators 
and teachers from the state at large. In 1945', hmvever, the 
1 
Le gislative Action Cmnmi ttee 1vas f ormed because the previous 
method placed too much of a burden on the chairman, and 
because information wasn't properly channeled to the regular 
school teachers. This committee set up in each county a 
chairman and a county Legislative Action Committee composed 
of at least one member from each tovm in the county. s·ince 
there are eight counties , the base of all legislative opera-
tion rested upon the cot,nty Action Committees , \'Those duties 
were 1) to aid in the development of the legislative program 
by maldng known to the co1...mty chairman the suggestions made 
by teachers in regard to legislation; 2) to contact the 
local member or members of the general assembly; and 3) to 
keep teachers informed concerning the progress of bills , after 
1 . Canty , lot . cit. 
20 . 
1 
they are introduced. Higher up in the hierarchy of Action 
Committees is the state committee consisting of the eight 
county chairmen. The duty of the State Legislative Action 
Committee is; 1) to present the proposed legislative program 
to the state legislature for approval; 2) to introduce into 
the General Assembly the bills necessary to implement the 
program; 3) to follovr the course of such bills in the legis-
2 
lature . 
The Action Committees provide a nucleus of exper ienced 
legislative leaders, accomplished in arousing favora le public 
sentiment and above all in influencing the local legi slators 
and politicians in behalf of their legislation. In addition 
to the non-professional action cow~ittee members, the C.E.A. 
also has an executive staff of seven people vrho are considered 
as their professional lobbying staff at the capitol. There-
fore, observing the anatomy of the C.E. A., one can super-
fic i ally remark that it is an effective organization. However, 
the flaw in this hierarchy, is the lack of authority posessed 
by the s t ate organization over the local units. Thu , all 
the recommendations of the State Legislative Action Committee, 
"tvhich are for;.varded to the local units in the form o C. E.A. 
1. Ibid. 
2. Ibid. 
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Bulletins are treated as mere sugges t ions, not orders . This 
problem of discipline , and the apathy of the members i n the 
organization ("the apparent indifference of teachers to the 
support of educational legislation and poor attendance at 
the support of educational legislation and poor attendance 
1 
at the committee hearings . "} illustrates the difference be-
tween an organizational chart and the internal organization-
al vrorldngs of t his group . Therefore, in concluding, one 
might contend that the C. E. A. has great potentialities, which 
could easily be r ealized , if its leaders and members \'Tere 
inoculated with the disci~line and spirit necessary to create 
a pressure group of strength. If the C.,E .. A,. had proved to 
be a more vigorous organization in the adequate representation 
of teachers' interest , the defectionist would not have depart-
2 
ed in strength to the union ' s forces in 1947 .. 
The final tvro organizations of the J_,egislative Coordina-
ting Committee are considered jointly; they are the s ·econdary 
School Principals Association and the Elementary School Prin-
cipals' Association. Both are independent professional 
gro·ups affiliated vri th the c . E.A. but vrhich follo'\-r the pro-
1 . 
2 . 
State Board of Director's Meeting , Connecticut Teacher , 
March , 19t1-9. 
Intervie"~•T '\vith Hr. Louis Greenberg, January 21 , 195'0, 
NevT Haven. 
- --- --==-==~= 
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posals advocated by the State Department of Education. In 
the past, the political povrer and influence of these groups 
has been negligible . Of course, it must be recognized that 
the individual principal may be a politician in his ovm right 
and can exert influence on this tmofficial basis 1:1i th the 
legislators, but, in general , these two professional organiza-
tions are not politically active. 
An important notation is that most of the members of 
these groups are also members of the C.E.A.. Therefore, an 
underlying thread of C.E.A. membership runs throughout all 
fi~re groups . Although this situation exists , it doesn't 
imply that the groups in the Educational Bloc follow C.E.A. 
leadership as the big brother organization. These groups 
represented in the Legislative Coordinating Corn . mittee are 
sovereign organizations i and no group can be considered a 
foil for another group. Hr. John B. Hendershot of the Sup-
erintendents' Association adequately expressed the indepen-
dence of the groups in t he Legislative Coordinati ng Committee 
2 
-vrhen he said, uc. E. A. cooperates 't•Ti th us , not v-re vri th them. 11 
In summary: In the Coordinating Committee, the pm1er natur-
ally lies in the manager groups, for they are in the maj or-
1. 
2. 
Hr. Thomas Quirk of the Secondary School Principals, 
does admit , ho-vrever, that his policy is to follovr the 
leadership of the State Department of Education. 
Interviev-T v.rith Hr. John Hendershot, January 28, 1950, 
Nevrington. 
---=---=-- - -- -
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ity as opposed to the lone employee organization , the c. E. A • • 
As a result , undue 1·reight in most of the legislation that is 
supported by the Legislative Coordinating Committee is given 
to the manager groups. Consequently , legislation proposed 
t hrough the educational bloc , and by the C.E.A. independently , 
must be compromised in behalf of t he mana gerial organizations , 
and thus can be considered similar in form to legislation 
promoted by a company union rather t han a teachers ' pressure 
group. 
1 
Q. SENATE BII,L 405 
The pur pose of this section is to illustrate by a con-
crete example (Sena t e Bill Lf-05) t he company union attitude 
of t he C.E. A.. s.B. 405 has been s elected for tvro reasons: 
1) it itTaS one of the major bills supported by t he Co:n..necticut 
Education Association; 2) it was a bill exc~1sively sponsored 
1 . The bill is as follmvs: 
The term teacher shall include all persons certified to 
tea ch who are employed in the public schools of this 
state as i nstructors, rinc i pals , supervisors , super-
intendents or any other position requiring certification. 
The contract of a teacher "'.vho holds a valid per-
manent certificate and who has been employed for a period 
of at least 3 years i n a given t~Nn may be terminated by 
the board of education of such tm·m only for due cause 
and after notice has herein been provided. Before ter-
minating such contradt , the employing board of education 
shall f urnish the tea cher with a written notice , stating 
the reason or reasons for t er minating s uch contract. 
Upon receipt of such notice a teacher shall upon \t.Tri tten 
request , filed wit t he l1oa~d of e~uca tion vTi t hin ten 
days , be entitled to a publ2c hear2ng before the board 
to be held 1.d t hin tw·o '1:Teek s of such request , at lvhich 
hearing such teacher may be represented by counsel. At 
24. 
25'. 
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by the C. E.A. and therefore not subject to compromise in 
the Legislative Coordinating Committee . S. B. · 405' is a bill 
C. E. A. originated and sponsored, and therefore offers a 
poignant insight into the type of group studied. 
In this same 1949 legislature , the rival Educational 
Union also submitted a tenure bill . Their bill, S. B. 99, 
1-rhich is referred to in greater length in the follovring 
paragraphs, 1vas a more exhaustive bill than that of the 
C. E. A •• 
The bill finally passed vras Public Act 311 1vhich is a 
compromise bet\1een the extremes of the C.E. A. and the A. F. 
of L. Teacherst Union's bill . 
The procedure followed henceforth is; 1) to examine 
extracts from S. B. 4o5, analyze them as to their significance 
to a teacher; and then, 2) to compare the citation 1vi th the 
Union's Bill, s·. B. 99, in order to indicate the difference 
such hearing, no statement made by any member of the 
board of education or any of its agents, relevant to 
the subject of the hearing, shall be a cause for libel 
or slander, but every such statement shall be privileged. 
The rate of compensation of a teacher holding a valid 
permanent certificate and employed for a period of at 
least three years in a given tovm shall not be materially 
reduced by the Board of Education of such town except 
for due cause tmless such reduction is proportionate 
to a general teacher 's salary reduction in such tmm. 
In the event that a teacher shall terminate his con-
tract be~reen the first of October of any school year 
without the consent of the Board of Education, upon 
notice thereof, the commissioner of the State Board of 
Education may review the case and suspend the certi-
fication of such teacher for the current school year. 
beb·reen company union legislation and teacher legislation; 
and finally 3) to utilize , wherever needed , Public Act 311 
to prove contentj_ons mac1e by the writer. 
The analysis of S,B. Lf-05 reinforces the main theme of 
this chapter that the C.E. A, is a company union. This bill 
is the type of bill the mild, conservative thinking c.E.A. 
would consider as being too parochial in nature to seek the 
support of other groups , The Educational Committee Hearing 
of May 4, 1949 indicates that the bill was primarily spon-
sored by the C,E , A. in the persons of Messrs. Liddy and Smith. 
The State Department of Education, through the testimony of 
1 
Dr. Raymond Faye, legislative consultant of the state depart-
ment, voiced its approval for this legislation. 
The follovTing excerpt is the first citation to be eval-
uated from S.B. 405: 
nThe term teacher shall apply to all persons certified 
to teach .... as instructors , principals , supervisors or 
any other position requiring certification." 
The union and the c.E.A. agreed who should be covered by 
the bill in general; they both prefer to see the certified 
teachers secured with tenure. The union wasn't specifically 
1. Dr. Faye -vms the former research director for the C. E.A •• 
His position as legislative consultant illustrates the 
close policy coordination between the C. E.A. and the 
St ate Department of Education. 
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concerned with principals, supervisors , and superintendents 
as the C. E.A. probably because their interests are confined 
to the classroom teacher . 
Continuing on to the more i mportant aspects of the bill: 
"The contract of teacher •• • who has been employed for 
a period of three years ••• may be terminated ••• only 
for due cause and after not i ce has been given." 
The C. E. A. contends that the three year period is absolutely 
necessary to determine the abili ty of a novice teacher. This 
teacher group feels that the s uperint endent must have a clear 
hand , unimpaired by t he technicality of a trial, in the dis -
missal of a new teacher . The C.E.A. concludes t hat for ad-
ministrative efficiency and fairness to the board of educa-
tion, the superintendent must be left i•Ti t h an arbitrary hand 
in the discharge of teachers '\!Tho haven 1 t the required three 
year tenure )eriod. 
In s.B . 99 , the tenure bill submitted by the A.F . of L. 
Teacher's union , the three year period is omitted; 
•r • • • no educati onal employee • •• shall be dismissed for 
any cause other than permanent phys i cal or mental dis-
ability ·which substantially impairs his capacity to 
perform reasonable dut i es , or immorality , or and .gross 
inefficiency and no such employee shall be denoted for 
any other cause than inefficiency • •• ~~ 
The union argues to secure a teacher's position the right 
to a hearing must start from the day of h i ring. The Teacher's 
union feels that vri t h the thr ee year provision the teacher 
is held at the mercy of the mana gers and the Board of Educa-
tion , for prior to the three years a superintendent may arbit-
27. 
rarily dismiss a teacher without explaining his position to 
anyone . The superintendent 1 s pm·.rer 1vould be abs olute for 
1 
three years , as long as he didn't discharge politically 
pm·rerful teachers . The three year period signifies that 
individual creativity will be limited and stultified by the 
affect of this clause. With this three year provi si on , 
thought provolring ideas (l·.rhich are normally unconventional) 
a r e ,_, i thdra~>m from the cur r iculum by the teacher for fear of 
straining the security of his or her position. Thus , the 
union ' s bill , because of the above arguments , ·Hould sacrifice 
a dmi nis t rative inconvenience in order t o get better and more 
2 
that ght provoking teachers. 
In final analysis , the C. E. A. is the representative of 
the superintendent while the uni on placed more emphasis on 
teachers 1 vested interests. "'vJi th red-bai t ing in vogue , and 
1 . In many cases , the infl uence of politi cs is so s trong 
i n educational systems that t he hi gher educational ad-
mini strators, such as the principals and superintendents, 
are primari l y politicians rather than educators. 
2. Although many incompetent teachers mi ght be retained in 
the school system because of the uni on ' s closed shop 
provision , the need f or good thought provoldng teachers 
appears to be i mperative in the public school systems . 
The stereotype , timid , and conservative teacher vrill 
result if greater academic freedom isn ' t given to public 
s chool teachers . In Con_necticut and Ohio , teachers are 
even afraid to acknm,rledge their membership in a tea-
cher ' s union because of possibl e reper cussions . In 
Connecticut , t he teachers ' union ' s membership is kept 
a firm secret; while in Ohio, teachers are afraid to 
admit membership in the A. F. of T. 
28. 
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with teachers being dismissed for discussing their views, 
whether in the classroom or out, as indicated in the recent 
1 
Nmv York school teacher case, it becomes necessary to protect 
the academic freedom of school teachers. This is not accom-
plished by the three year provision. 
The C.,E.,A. contends that it vras responsible for the pas-
sage of Public Act 311, the tenure bill finally passed by the 
state legislature in 1949. As Dr. Faye said in his editorial 
in the October issue of the Connecticut Teacher, ''Basic changes 
vlere made in the legislature regarding the continuing contract 
for teachers vTi th the enactment of Public Act 311, sponsored 
2 
by the C.,E .. A." Public Act 311 reads: 
" ••• before terminating any such contrac t the employing 
board of educa tio:n shall furnish the teacher 'l:.Ji th vrri t-
ten not ice ter~inating such contract ••• such teacher ••• 
entitled to a nearing before the board." ' 
Obviously this quotation refutes Dr. Faye's assertion that 
the c.E.A .. was responsible for the passage of P. L. 311-this 
bill doesn't require a residence of three years to receive a 
hearing prior to dismissal. The r ight to a trial begins at 
1. 
2. 
Mrs. Sylvia M., Schneiderman "~:laS discharged 1.vi thout a 
trial from her position for lying about her political 
affiliation, by the Board of Education of N. Y. City. 
Since she hadn ' t met the three year tenure period, a 
trial before discharge wasn't granted. 
Raymond Faye , C.E.A."Legislative Progress"; Connecticut 
Teacher, October 1949; p. 4o. 
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once, contrary to S.B. 405. The removal of the three year 
provision in the tenure bill placed the C. E.A. in an anoma-
1 
lous position as far as internal organizational harmony was 
concerned; the c.E.A. claimed the passage of a bill ·t:rhich 
didn't meet the approval of its superintendent members. An 
indication of the disharmony created can be gathered from 
vrha t Hr . Hendershot said at a Board of Directors meeting , 
" ••• all educational interests should_ vmrlc together and not 
be critical or suspicious of one another." Continuing 'l.vi th 
an analysis of s·. B. 405: 
n·a teacher... be entitled to a hearing before the 
board." To have a trial before the bosses seems to parallel 
a trial before the army courts martial, where if y ou were 
an en listed man your guilt viaS established before the trial 
had begun. A"trial before a jury that has been partisanly 
1. This controversy 'tvas harmonized in the C .E. A. as revealed 
in the C.E . A. Nm,rs Reviei•l of Nay 1950. On page three, 
the C.E.A. contended that Public Act 311 ivas "an emac-
iated version of the origina l C. E. A. bill 11 , and a bill 
"incomplete and unclear i n its present form, and those 
persons reS!')Onsi ble for its mutilation have done the 
teachers of - the state a serious disservice." The C.E.A. 
has , vi th the urgings of the superintend.ents, nm·r re-
versed i tself on Public Act 311 . ("Those persons I'es-
ponsible " refers to the Teacher's Union) The Union 
specifically stated on pages four and five of their 
Jviarch , 194-9 New·s Letter that they failed to pass their 
tenure bill. They did claim, hovrever, to have s ucc e eded 
1-Ti th the help of Nr. Logue of Governor Bo-vrles' staff, 
in defeating the "'yello1:1 dog" portions of the bill. The 
parts referred to vrere the ones gi v i ng i:rnmuni t y to the 
employers at the board hearing and the s ec tion permit-
ting the revocation of certification by the commissioner 
of education. 
30. 
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elected or appointed (which is guided by a partisanly appoint-
ed administrator) cannot conduct a fair hearing to decide on 
1 
the dismissal of a teacher for due cause . 
The tmion appears to have ansvrered the problem of a :fair 
hearing by recommending a state arbitration commission to de-
cide on a person's incompetence or i nefficiency. Quoting from 
Senate Bill 99: 
" • • • the employee concerned shall have the right to re-
quest a hearing at the option of the employee before the 
educational arbitration commission for the state , • •• or 
before the said educational board. If the employee re-
quests a hearing before the state commission , he shall , 
when making such requests , send a copy thereof to the 
educational board." 
The union bill offers an alternative. If a teacher felt that 
there ,,.ras partisanship in the local educational administration , 
she or he could apply to a state commission, presumably lifted 
out of the realm of politics , and receive a fair trial upon 
dismissal. This problem of partisanship in education is a 
very serious one in Connecticut. This fact influenced the 
1. An example of such a situation is the hearing conducted 
bv the Windsor Locks Board of Education in its dismissal 
of Miss Cathleen Ruce , a teacher of fifteen odd years. 
The C. E. A., in its News-Review, called the hearing given 
Miss Bruce a "so called hearing", for at this hearing the 
attendance of two C. E. A. board members was prohibited--
they ,.,ere Hr s . Elma LeBlond ana. Mr . Perry . 
Another direct example of political intervention by a 
partisan board was the enforced retirement of Superin-· 
tendent Fitzgerald from the New Haven school system. 
Amer i can Association of University Women to sponsor Senate 
Bill 696 , vrhich advocates the non-partisan election of Boards 
of Education. The C. E. A. supported S. B. 696 in its pamphlet , 
"How Secure is Her Education, " but conspicuously absented 
themselves from 696 ' s Educational Committee Hearing . Other 
important pressure groups such as the A.A. U. \v., League of 
"!J,Jomen Voters , and C.I . O. did appear in the bill's behalf--
the educational bloc as a whole remained away from the hear-
ing. The reason for such abstention might be that the c.E. A. 
1 
and other educational forces are so intert·vrined vTi th the 
local boards of education that it is novT too late to make a 
complete and realistic break with them. The union bill at-
tempted to take the heari ng out of politics; the C.E. A. seems 
to have compromised with the employer. 
The compromising policy of the C. E.A. is further empha-
sized by the clause clearing members of the board and its 
agents from possible libel suits . 
nat such hearing no statement made by any member of the 
board of education or any of its agents • •• shall be a 
cause for libel or slander but •• • shall be privileged. " 
One will note that the bill didn ' t similarly provide this 
iw~unity for the teacher being tried. 
1 . Mr . Greenberg , president of the Union , stated one reason 
for the formation of his group vms because the c . E. A. 
"had sold out to polit icians ." 
32. 
The follo"'Ting excerpt concludes the vivisection of S. B. 
405: This passage deals 1.vi th a code of ethics which 1-rou.ld 
have been forced on the teachers . 
" ••• In the event that a teacher shall terminate his con-
tract between the first of August and the first of Octo-
ber of any school year -vrithout the consent of the Board 
of Education • •• the Commissioner of State Board of Educa-
tion may revievl the case and may suspend the certifica-
tion of such teachers for current year ." 
This is a hard and fast regulation which makes the C. E. A. 
appear to be a lobby for the interests of the school boards 
rather than the teachers. The provision compels a teacher 
who vFishes to teach in the state of Connecticut to abide by 
a code of ethics enforced by the police arm of the state . 
Normally , in any other profession , a Code of ethics is a 
personal and professional affair , not one needing t he backing 
of the lavF. If a teacher deliberately -vTithdrew from a school 
system , vli thout some kind of an agreement 1vi th the l ocal 
board of education , the black mark on his or her record would 
be sufficient to make any employing board of education skep-
tical about the qualifications of said teacher . Referring 
once again to more sensible legislation (from the teacher's 
standpoint) such as that submitted by the Union in its Senate 
Bill 99 under Section 11 entitled Registrat.ion : 
"No educational employee •• • shall resign except by mutual 
cons ent , without givi ng notice • • • at least sixty days 
prior t o •• • such resignation , but resignation in any other 
manner shall none the les s terminate any contract be-
tween said employee and said board • • ," 
33. 
II 
The provision of S . B~ 405 asking for revocation of a teacher's 
certificate is a very drastic one for an organization repres-
enting teachers to promote in a legislative bill . Probably 
the legislators themselves realized this vrhen they purposely 
omitted it from Public Act 311. 
In making a summary of the comments made on S. B. 405, 
one must repeat that the 1vhole purpose of this analytical 
vivisection "t<TaS to illustrate tvm premises; 1) that the C. E.A. , 
in reality, is a company union giving much more weight, in 
the legislation it promotes, to the superintendents, and 
boards of education; 2) the only type of legislation that the 
c.E.A. can promote is compromise legis lation because of the 
nature of the leaders 1vho run the organization and its com-
ponent membership. 
In fact , the c.E. A. openly admitted, as indicated from 
the two following quotations from the C. E.A. Board of Dir-
ectors' meetings, that the tenure legislation was formulated 
with the good graces of the employer. 11Continuing contract 
is in committee for study at present. The Legislative Action 
Committee will continue to cooperate vrith the State Board of 
Education in support of all bills presented through the Leg-
1 
islative Action Coil1.mittee." The other quotation states: 
" ••• the Legislati"lre Action Committee and committee of super-
1 . Board of Directors Meeting , Connecticut Teacher , Feb-
ruary 1949. 
34. 
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intendants began "tvork on the tenure bill ••• u· 
Summary 
Three main basing points , 1) the internal membership of 
t he C.E. A • . ; 2) the Legislative Coordinating Committee; and 3) 
the type of bills the C.E.A. personally sponsors were used to 
demonstrate the nature of the c . E.A.. The final conclusion 
deriveCI. from observing this teacher organization is that not 
only has the C.E.A. been a company union in its r ecent legis-
lative policies, but that it is so constituted that any other 
policy would be impossible. The c.E.A. has a membership of 
10,000 diversified people which prevents it from adequately 
representing all the separate interests of its membership . 
In the past , it has found fit to over-represent a minority, 
the superintendents, and has even managed to represent the 
boards of education , although board members for the most part 
aren't members of the C. E.A • • 
In the writer's opinion , the C. E.A. should change its 
emphasis from expanding its membership, as indicated by the 
many board meetings and membership drives, to representing 
their t eacher members more adequately . Instead of being the 
company ' s representative , the C. E.A. should concentrate on 
the promotion of legislation beneficial to the teacher, and 
which will, in its broader interpretation, benefit society 
through the public educational system. 
1. Ibid, November , 1949. 
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In brief, the paradox lies in the fact that the C.E.A. 
can't represent adequately the interests of the boss and em-
ployee at the same time . The C. E.A. is a pleasant , social, 
and professional organization to belong to, but it is still 
a novice in its pursuit f or power through pressure activity. 
The only way it can possibly arouse its lethargic membership 
is by constructively demonstrating C. E. A. alertness to the 
needs and problems of the classroom teacher . Nevt members 
will gladly join such an organization , and high pressure 
membership campaigns will be unnecessary. 
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CHAPTER II 
PAROCHIALISN OR VESTED I NTERESTS 
s ·ince government plays an i mportant part in our everyday 
life , man , who exists in a pluralistic society , attempts to 
influence the course of government policy by banding into 
groups based upon a specific vested interest. These groups , 
so formed , are known as pressure groups or l obbies; they have 
specific parochial reasons for existing ; they vehemently 
resist attempts to infringe upon the security of said reasons 
for being; in fact , lobbies are so concerned about their 
vested interests that this attitude prevents and inhibits 
cooperation among themselves concerning their respective l eg-
islative programs* 
This chapter is intended to demonstrate the i mpossibility 
of cooperation because of lobby parochialism and selfi s'b..ness . 
This chapter , by a comparis on of lobby legislative programs , 
1 
illustrates the inherent narro,~ess of pressure group programs , 
111hich presents lobby cooperation. This chapter further dem-
onstrates that pressure groups do not cooperate with one an-
other unless their vested and parochial interests are involved. 
No matter hmv the legislation may affect lobbies , as citizens 
1 . Thi s parochial attitude forces lobbies to remain such , 
and never compete vrith political parties for the control 
of government policy and j obs . 
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of the community at large , if their particular concern for 
existence isn ' t implicated , l obbies will not cooperate or 
support the legislation of another group . Pressure groups 
pursue policies which are selfish in nature and generally 
do not clevia te from such policies in behalf of the public 
·vrelfare . 
The organizations to be examined , herewith , are all 
members of the State Department of Education ' s Council on 
Education. The Council on Education is a select body com-
posed of groups which have a general interest in education. 
One would deduce that this s elected group could not be util-
ized , as objective data , i n proving the parochialism of lob-
bies because of the interest in education possessed by the · 
council members . Ho1,rever , the followi ng material proves the 
contrary , for , even though these groups are interested in 
educational affairs , the nar rowness of their interests suf-
ficiently predominates t o verify the underlying theory of 
pressure group parochialism and selfish.ness . 
Other groups of importance at the state level as the 
Connecticut State Employees Association , t he Connecticut 
Medical and Dental Societies , the Fish and Game Ass ociation, 
etal , aren ' t consider ed in detail ; for, in the past , their 
policies never included educational matters unless educa -
tional legislation had a direct bearing on their vested 
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interests . Thus , all the groups , that are not examined hence-
forth , are considered to substantiate the underlying theory 
of lobby parochialism, which prevent s extensive cooperation 
among groups . 
The material has been planned s o as to illustrate lobby 
parochialism or s el fishn9S S by l) analyzing the legisl ative 
policies advocated by the pressure groups during the 19Lf-9 
legislative session ; and 2) by comparing the various groups ' 
attitudes on four major educational bills sponsored by the 
Legislative Coordinating Committee. These bills have been 
chosen because of their general nature and because of their 
direct and indirect affect on virtually every citizen in the 
state. The four bills are of such a class that the term, 
2 
public "\lrelfare can , in the opinion of the vrri ter , be applied 
1 . 
2 . 
Examples are; a) the opposition of the medical societies 
and Yale University to the establishment of a medical 
and dental school at the University of Connecticut; b) 
the attitude of the Connecticut State Employees Associa-
tion on the 2400 minimum wage bill submitted by the C. E. A. 
in 1947 ; at that time , the employees ' association wanted 
the state teachers at state instituti ons to get the bene-
fit of such legislation if the bill passed the state leg-
islature. 
The term public interest or welfare , as expressed above , 
is used t o designate i·rhat the peopl e generally might say 
it is , and not used j_n the platonj_c or aristocratic sense . 
The difficulty with this definition , the writer realizes, 
i s that there are many public s among the people with 
different concepts of what the public interest is ; but 
the i>ll' i ter believes that common s ense i ndicates that there 
is public agreement on certai n definite points - one of 
which is public education as expressed in the Big- 4 pro-
posal s . 
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to them. The bills are : 
1) Senate Bill 238---state aid for education to the towns 
2) Senate Bill 240---state aid for tmvn school building 
construction · 
3) Senate Bill 516-- -state funds for teacher college 
expansion 
4) Senate Bill 516---state construction of vocational 
schools. 
I. LOBBIES A}ID THEIR PROGRAMS 
The groups to be discussed are considered in this order: 
women's associations , business and manufacturing groups , labor 
organizations, farm groups , veterans' organizations , and educa-
tional associations . 
A. 'V-JQ1.1EN'S ORGANIZATIONS 
The follovring vmmen's group, the American Association of 
University , the League of ~vomen Voters, and the State Federa-
tion of ~I/ omen Clubs are to be examined in the succeeding mat-
erial. 
The Connecticut Federation of the American Association of 
University \vomen is a women ' s collegiate group composed of 
twenty local branches and 2500 members distributed about the 
1 
state. At each annual convention, this ;,vomen ' s association 
elects a state board to determine the policy of the state 
organization. The interest of this collegiate group rests 
mainly in the educational field, and the affect education has 
in the social , political , and economic areas . The A . A.u.w~ •s 
1. Education Committee Report , Connecticut A. A. U;vJ. Notes , 
February 5, 1949. 
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political strength , as a lobby , at the sta t e capitol is neg-
ligible; it must be considered a minor group in importance, 
especially when contrasted to her bigger sister , the League 
of Women Voters . 
The pet project and basic interest of the A. A. u . w. in 
the 1949 legislative session lay in t he promotion of S. B. 
696 , a mild bill devoted to the non-partisan election of 
1 
school boards . S. B. 696 v.Tas intended to divorce politics 
from education through the non- partisan election procedure. 
With the introduction, in the 1949 legislature , of the 
four educational bills (hencefor~ referred to as the Big-4 
proposals) , the state organization of the A. A. U. vJ. "'decided 
that the Federation could ~ take a group stand on specific 
educational legislation because of a lack of background need-
2 
ed for such a decision."- The state board preferred to con-
centrate its effort on its pet project , the non-partisan 
election of school boards , and not create any animosity 
1. An indication of the mildness of the bill is i t s pro-
vision allowing political parties to nominate candidates 
for election to the school boards . Political parties , 
being more highly organized , ;.mulCI. be assured of a vic -
tory at the polls , even though their candidates vTOuld 
not be ent itled to the party name. The bill did limit 
party nominations to a bare majority of the number of 
people to be elected. 
2. Report of A. A. u.w. Education Committee , February ?, 
1949. 
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among the legislators to~mrd the organization by supporting 
the controversial Big-4 proposals. The state organization 
considered its concerted emphasis should be placed on the 
bill the A. A. U. \·l . sponsored and not on any educational bloc 
legislation. Therefore, the state organization left the 
matter entirely to local determination by suggesting that 
the local branches and clubs make a careful study of the 
4-point educational program submitted by the Legislative 
Coordinating Committee , and if the local units then decided 
to support such legislation , the state board 'vould not ob-
ject. Thus, to a large extent, the A. A. u . w. preferred to 
pursue their ovm narrow program, ignoring legislation bene-
ficial to the populace as a whole. 
The most significant and influential of all the vromen 1 s 
groups , that are to be discussed henceforth , is the League 
of 1·1omen Voters . This body is an organization of approxi-
mately 8000 vromen designed to i nform 't·Tomen specifically , and 
the citizenry in general, about govern~ent and the affect of 
government upon present day society. The League is a non-
partisan group vThose purpose is to promote political respon-
sibility through the informed and active participation of 
the population. The general policy of the group is formula -
ted at t he annual convention. The convention also elects 
a state executive board to supervise the promotion of such 
policy , and to assume positions on matters not discussed at 
the convention. In general, the informational function of 
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the l,eague constitutes its primary and outstanding vrork- -
this involves the dissemination of information in as simple 
and clear a form as to permit everyone to understand the 
issues at hand and the best vray to res olve such issues. 
In 19t~9 , the League did not h ave a specific educational 
program on its agenda, but , since it hact comm.i tted itself 
to platform stands in preceding y ears on such subjects as 
state aid to education and school building construction , 
bills like S.B. 238 , S . B. 240 , and S.B. ~16 were studied 
and favorably acted on. 
The League , .. ras vi tally in teres ted in education through-
out the state and ctid tak e the follovring stand on S.B. 238. 
It a greed to support the basic principle of state aid, but 
opposed the inequitable formula based on population rather 
than ability to pay 21.S presented in S . B. 238. As a result, 
the League recommended that a study be made leading to a 
determj_nation of state aid to education--1) state aid on a 
1 
foundation basis and 2) state s u pport on a basis of need. 
The Lea gn e enclor sed a 11 the provisions of S. B. 240, 
a bill designed to aid the tmms in their school building 
program. This bill ,,,as based on a formula providing state 
grants of 40% for t h e cost of the school building project, 
with an additional 20% for regional school s. The League 
1 . Report of the State League 1vi th the local presidents , 
Harch 1~ , 1949. 
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also reconm1ended that a system of priorities be established 
so that money vrill be made available or channeled to those 
schools with overcrm·Tded conditions , 11Ti th buildings -vrhich 
are antiquated to the point of endangering health and safety, 
and to schools too small to provide an adequate or efficient 
1 
educational program. 
The League also supported s.B. 516 as it applied to the 
construction of trade schools, but opposed or objected to 
the man.l1er prescribed for improving and expanding the Tea-
chers' Colleges . 
This organization is probably the onl.r pressure group 
in the state of Connecticut that can be considered as the 
lobby (if there is one) for the public welfare and good 
government. This group is probably the only pressure org-
anization that doesn't limit itself to a parochial confine-
ment of interests . This commendable attitude of the League 
is substantiated through the many diversified public bills, 
2 
beside educational bills, the group has taken a position on. 
The final '"omen 's gro· p to be considered, is the Conn-
ecticut Federation of i1Iomen ' s Clubs , ,,Thich is a vromen ' s 
group composed of 83 clubs vTi th approximately 10 ,000 member s . 
This group is primarily a soc ial organization vThose objective, 
according to its by-laws, is the promotion of "educational , 
1 . .Thi.Q. 
2. Oleo bill, state government reorganization, are 't1J.TO ex-
amples . 
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sociological, and humanitarian" functions. In regards to 
legislation, the Federation can be considered the women's 
social counterpart of the business groups, in that they 
mainly revie\•T legislation of other groups and lobbies, rather 
than initiate their m·rn legislation, and, in that the legis-
1 
lation they support benefits bus iness interests. Another 
predominating factor about this organization is the large 
degree of independence the local clubs have in relation to 
decisions taken by the state executive boa rd; the local club 
can disregard such decisions \vi th i mpunity . I n general, 
the Federation's legislative policies are of secondary con-
cern to its social functions as exemplified by its total 
lack of a legislative commi ttee, relying on but one person , 
Mrs . John Warnock, to handle all its legisla tive matters . 
In 1947, the federation supported S. B. 25, a 2400 
minimum bill for teachers, and a i d to education. In 1949 , 
2 
on its "legislat ive daytt, how·ever , the annua l convention, 
which decides legislative policy, failed to reiterate the 
Federation ' s support of this bill , apparentl y fe aring the 
political controversy created beLween Republica~ and Demo-
cratic legislators over said educational bills. 
1 . 
2 . 
3. 
Intervi ew vrith Hrs . T. Thibeau , June, 1950 , l e't.v Haven. 
Once a year, a clay , called " ~egislc:tive day", is . set . 
aside by this group for conslderatlon of the leglslatJ_on 
the organization will support. 
This women's group did show its colors , in 1949 , by 
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In concluding , one can defini tely state that for women ' s 
groups having a definite specified interest and commitment 
in the promotion of public education , they appear, except 
for the League of Women's Voters , to have avoided and ignored 
a stand on education , in order to best enhance their o"m 
parochial and vested interests and measures . 
B. BUSINESS AND MANUFACTURI NG GROUPS 
The follm,ring business organizations exemplify the 
businessman's a t titude toward education. These business 
groups include such associations as the Connectic ut Nanu-
facturer 1 s Association, the Connecticut Chamber of Commerce , 
and the Cormecticut Public Expenc1i tures Council. 
The Connecticut Manufacturer's Association is an in-
dustrial lobby \vhich represents the employers of 90% of the 
industrial employees in the state . The :Manufacturer 's Assoc -
ia tion is one of the most extensive and pm,rerful grou-p s at 
the state capitol. This group also has one of the largest 
research staffs of any lobby at the capitol . The staff fur-
nishes its members and any other people vho desire such, 
ri th informat ion on matters ranging fr om ne ·T developments 
in taxation t o the latest reports in international trade. 
Besides pursning legislation favorable to industry, (\vhich 
for the most part means less taxes) the primary function of 
opposing an income tax in favor of a sales tax , and by 
opposing cor1.pulsory health insurance as some thing 1 .. Thich 
vmuld become 11 beaurocratic and politically controlled. 11 
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the Gonnectic t Hanufacturer ' s Association, toda. , is to 
create favorable public sentiment among the masses tm·mrd 
industr and business in general . 
To acquire t his favorable public opinion , the Nanufact-
urer's Association has ursue t 1e folloving ed cational 
policies . First of all , this group, has had adopted in one-
third of the school systems throughout the state, a fifth 
and sixth grade study unit entitled "Our American Hay of Do-
ing Business. " An example of the character of information 
supplied in these units is as follm·rs: 
"The overshadm·ring threat of government control caused 
our f orefathers to safeguard our economic rights by 
making it a part of consti t utional law that any pmvers 
not specifically granted to the nat i onal government 
automatically remained in the hands of the separate 
states or in the hands of separate states or in the 
hands of the people themselves ." l 
In pursuit of this policy of creating favorable public sen-
timent , the Manufa cturer ' s Association has also encouraged 
various industries to allot spe.cial days for planned plant 
tours for the children of the school systems . This indust-
1. Opal Hill Munz , "The Ri ght to Lea rn, " Connecticut Indus-
try , February 1950 , p . 38. 
The basic issue involved under the tenth amendment 
\vas not economic rights , but r a ther states rights versu s 
federal rights . Economic rights didn't play an i mportant 
part in constitutional development until the latter half 
of the 19th century--in particular, the Santa Fe Rail-
road case . 
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rial group is also inciting the large industries of t he state 
to have study aid units vrri tten up, s i mila r to that under-
1 
taken by the po·1_,,rer companies , in order to explain all the 
details of the industry concerned. 
Regarding the Big-4 proposals , t he Connecticut 1ifanufac-
turer ' s Ass ocia t ion felt that the only bill ,,fhich affected 
their vested and parochial interest \·ra.s S. B. 516-:' - the measure 
involving the construction of additional vocational schools 
i n the state . The ass oc iation considered, as classical econ-
omists vTOu1d , that more sldlled employment vrould affect the 
wage level to industry's advantage . Therefore , Hr . Hater-
hous e , legis lative counsel of t he Association , stated that 
"the assoc i ation is going as f ar as it can i n backing voca-
2 
tional legislation. " Otherwise , the Hanufacturer 's As soc ia-
tion di dn 't consider educational legislation of such i mpor-
tance to its vested i nterest a s to commit itself. 
Continuing on to an examinati on of 11 t he oldest non-part-
isan, commercial, statm·lide, organization ' 'rorldng for the 
3 
public interestn (as seen , of course , through the eyes of a 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
Correspondence with Hr. L. M. Bingham , Feb . 27 , 1950. 
The po'\orer companies paid a teacher ' s college professor 
to vrri te a nice bi t of propaganda favorably explaining 
private povier to junior and s enior high school students 
in the form of study uni t s. 
Education Committee Hearing , April 6, 1949. 
5'0th Annual Report, Connecticut Chamber of Commerce , 
~,~ay 25, 1949. 
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conservative businessman) , the Connecticut Chamber of Com-
merce . This group represents all types of businesses and not 
specifically the "Main Street" merchant. In fact, judging 
from t he officers , elected at t he annual convention , the 
people who cont rol the group can be considered more represen-
tative of the banking , manufacturing , and insur nee businesses 
rather than the local merchant. The local merchant is rep-
resented in his local chamber vrhich acts independently of the 
State Chamber . 
The chamber pursues a negative policy "tvhich is "ever on 
the alert to maintain sound governmental finances conducive 
1 
to t h e heal t hy grovrth of business in the state . 11 This quota-
tion means that the Chamber reviei.vS all legislation requir-
i ng appropriations from the state treasury , thus becomi ng 
an agency pr i mari l y concerned '~:Ti t h taxing policy and govern-
mental revenues. The Chamber d~d not formulate any specific 
educational policy in 1949, unless one ·Here to consider its 
exhau stive public relations program i n this category . 
Once, the Big-4 proposals , which required vast state 
appropriations, vrere submitted to the legislature ; the cham-
ber did recommend that t he sa les tax revenues be used to pro-
vide adeauate assistance to the towns for the support of 
;<. 
public schools. Thus, it is easily discerned that only vJhere 
1. Ibid. 
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their vested and parochial interests were concerned, would 
the State Chamber formulate a definite poli cy. When the 
Chamber did take a position, it ·was on the fis cal portion of 
the bill and not the more important benefits the bill mi ght 
have upon society . The reason is obvious -- the Chamber ' s 
reason f or existence lays i n scrutinizing appropriations and 
t heir resultant tax policy. 
The last, but far f r om the lea st influential, of the 
business groups heretofore examined , is the Connecticut Ex-
penditures Counci l. This press ure group is t he most signifi -
cant of all the business lobbies in the state. The Expendi-
t ures Counc il has the largest research agency in the state 
barring the staffs of the sundry sta te departments . This 
l obby is supported and s ponsored by the public utilities, 
inc l uding pm·rer and railroad , the large banks, insurance 
companies , and large manufacturing cor porations. Therefore , 
the Council can be considered as big business' representative 
at the state capitol, vrhich is · mainly i nterested in govern-
mental fiscal policy. As t h e gr o'JP admits , " it is an organ-
ization "~:Thich promotes policies from the viewpoint of the 
1 
taxpayer " and as a result is basically concerned 1.vi th tax 
2 
policy and governmenta l r eorganization where it proves econ-
1. 
2 . 
Annual Report , Connecti cut Public Expenditures Council , 
1947, p . 1. 
The Expendi t ures Council ha s become well recognized for 
its vast research pro jects in the field of governmental 
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omically profitable. 
As with the other bus i ness heretofore discus sed , the 
Expenditures Council primarily revievrs legis l ation from the 
vim.;point of the large taxpayer. Unless a piece of legis- , 
lation be of the utmost importance , the Council seldom takes 
1 
a forthright position. This significant lobby, hm·1ever , did 
support and recommend state aid to education in 1947, but in 
1949 , the Council remained aloof from the Big-4 proposals 
as proposed by the c . E. A. and adopted by the administration. 
Although large appropriations vrere involved, the Council 
preferred to remain non-commital. This position continued 
until the Big-4 proposals became a political football between 
the Republican House, 1vhich advocated as a ·whole a le_sser 
amount of appropriations , than the Democratic administration, 
v.Jhich controlled the Senate . At that time, the Council sup-
ported the Republican recommendations. 
In summary: the business groups , heretofore discussed , rep-
resent the backbone of the conservative economic forces that 
interact at the state capitol. The prime interest of these 
1 . 
administration. In fact, the Council's chief lobby , 1·1r . 
Carter Atkins , was appointed by Governor BovTles to head 
his vast state reorganization program. Hr . Atkins also 
testified before the La-Follete-Nonroney Committee on 
Congressional reorganization in 1946. 
An outstanding example of this "~rTaS the firm and positive 
pressure exerted by this group in support of the state 
sales tax as opposed to the state income tax. 
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organizations lays in the reduction of governmental expen-
ditures and the lessening of correspondent taxes needed to 
support s 1 ch expenses. As a result , the business groups 
have become reviewers ra ther than initiators of legislation, 
for, in days like today , ·where the appropriations and expen-
ditures of state governments have, and are increasing , the 
business organization's interest lies in the status quo . 
Indifference to educational legislation , unless s uch legis-
1 
lation affects their vested and parochial interests (as the 
vocation~l school building program supported by the Connecti-
cut Nanufacturers Association) , predominated throughout the 
legislat ive programs of these organizations. 
C. LABOR ORGANIZATIONS 
The Connecticut State Federation of Teachers , the state 
organization of the American Federation of Labor, and the 
Congress of I ndustrial vlorkers are t he labor organizations 
that are to be examined_ in the follmt.Jing paragraphs . 
The Connecticut State Federation of Teachers (hereafter 
referred to as the c.s . F.T . ) is a union of classroom teachers 
• 
affiliated v.rith t he A. F. of L. This teacher's union is the 
arch rival of the C.E.A • • It refuses admission to anyone 
1vho has the p01r1er of hiring or dismissing a teacher, contrary 
to the ways of the C. E. A. 1vhich boasts that all but eighteen 
of the superintendents are members of its organization. The 
c.s . F. T. believes that the collective nature of a teacher's 
i. Since the Big-4 proposals ran into a 60 million dollar 
52. 
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employment compels the teacher to be affiliated 111ith labor 
and independent of administrators. The union, in general , 
represents the smaller and more liberal teacher 1 s~· organization 
of the state.. The c . s . F. T. takes the follovring vigorous atti -
tude in respect to the rights of school teachers to organize. 
"Host teachers in the past have allo-vred others to take 
the lead and have fe l t it unprofessional to spealc out 
boldly for vrha t they considered best for themselves , 
the profession , and the children. If such action is 
ttnprofessional than the doctors and lav~Jers of this 
country are very , very, unprofess ional. In order to be 
truly professional , teachers must act like other pro-
fessional people . 1lle must leave our cloisters and 
enter , to our fullest extent, into the arena of life. " l 
The c . s-. F. T. is a relatively new organization being born out 
of discontentment vri th the C.E . A. in 1947. This group is 
2 
composed of nine local chapters with approximately 600 mem-
bers. 
This group is responsible f or formulating the major 
educational policies of the regular state organization of 
appropriation for the biennium , it .is surprJ.slng that 
more opposition wasn ' t forthcomi ng from these business 
groups. It may be that educational appropriations "t·rere 
so needed that rather than place themselves in a bad 
light to the public , these groups decided to abstain 
from actively opposing these measures. 
1. C. S. F. T. News Letter , VQl . 11, no . 1, December 1949. 
2. Since the teacher ' s union refuses to divulge the number 
of members it has in its organization, this figure is 
the writer ' s approximation , after consultation with a 
number of educators throughout the state. 
- ----===--
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the A. F. of L.. Therefore, the position taken by the teacher's 
union, on any educational legislation, can be i nterpr eted 
to have the full support and cooperation of the A.F. of L. 
and the c.r.o.. The C. I.o. is also included, because the 
labor groups "TOrk closely t ogether in the promotion of legis-
lation. Consequently, the c .s.F.T. can be considered the 
spokesman of the A. F. of L. and the indirect spokesman of 
the c.r.o •• 
The C.S.F.T. follOir!S the parochial pattern of interests 
pursued by other lobbies in the state . Since it is an educa-
tional union , the federation is specifically interested in 
educational legislation, and, vaguely , if at all, interested 
in any other legislation. The c.s.F.T. advocates policies 
similar to that of a closed union or that of the A. M. A •• The 
following major proposals are illustrative of overall selfish 
and parochial nature of the c.s.F.T.; 1) a five year prepara-
tion before licensing of a teacher in the state; 2) a more 
rigid selection of candidates for teachers' colleges and 
schools of education; 3) a proposal for qualifying examina-
tions under the supervision of t he State Department of Educa-
tion; 4) a minimum salary schedule from $3000 to $6000 with 
2 
yearly increments of $200, and a tenure lavr. 
1. Corresponden~e, Joseph Rourke, February 21~ 1950. 
2. Call to the Classroom Teacher , C.S . F. T •• 
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In reference to S. B. 238 on state aid to education, the 
C.S . F.T. disapproved of it because: 
" • •• it '\>!aS presented vrithout any consideration of the 
governor's overall program; that the governor showed an 
extraordinary J~nowledge of the real direction public 
education needed to take in the state , 1~1ereas the 
commissioner ' s program (S . B. 238) thought only in terms 
of money. The commis s i oner's bill '1tlhich requires that 
state aid be d.oubled l eft the condi t ions of the employ-
ment of the se funds as they vTere in the past- --aft er 
the first year of that bill 114 t ov.ms had reduced their 
m·m per pupil contributions. "1 
The c.s . F.T. instead supported the administr ation ' s bill , 
s . B. 697, which incorporated the main provisions of S. B. 238 
but added a minimum salary requirement of 2400 which had been 
purposely omitted by the St ate Department of Education. 
In regards to S.B. 516 , the C.S . F. T. opposed this 10 
million grant to the teachers' colleges because they felt 
" • •• that these colleges are no longer teachers ' colleges 
but a mongrel of three-fourths junior college and only 
one- £ourth teacher's college • • • • This year from a student 
body of 35,000 the colleges are graduating 250 teachers. 
The great harm of the dishonesty of this pleading lies 
in the fact it promises a relief t o the teacher shortage , 
that it can not del iver 7 and makes the general public believe it is contribut 1ng these moneys to the purpose 
of teachers . 11 2 
The teacher's union recommended, as the A.M. A. vmuld, the 
immediate separation of the junior colleges from the teachers ' 
colleges . This group also recommended , for those v.rho hadn't 
attended a teacher 's college , a three year undergraduate lib-
1 . 
2. 
c . s . F. T. Ni:n:lS Letter , volume 1, no . 2, pp . 3 ,4 , March , 
1949. 
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eral arts program plus a tvm year teacher's college program. 
As for the bills advocating the construction of additional 
state vocational schools and state a i ds for the construction 
of nevl school buildings , the c . s . F. T. considered them the 
primary concern of the administration. This group said "-vre 
think it best to cone en tra t e our mm and labor 1 s influence 
on the bills previously indicated (S . B. 238 and S. B. 516) in 
order to insure the greatest influence. 11 One finds the above 
comments of the teacher's union somevrhat amusing , for vrhat 
1 
can be of more concern to the unions than trade schools l Thus , 
the fact becomes apparent that the C. S. F.T., although it has 
adequately criticized s . B. 238 and S. B. 516 , nevertheless re-
mains vri thin a narrmv confinement of interests in order to best 
protect its ovm teacher interests . 
The Connecticut Federation of Labor is chartered by the 
American Federation of Labor and represents the most povrer-
ful labor group in the state of Co!llLecticut. Besides rep-
resenting 400 locals with a union membership of 100 , 000 people , 
it is the parent organization of the Connecticut State Federa-
tion of Teachers . This federation of trade unions is designed 
to prevent the lowering of labor standards in the industries 
1. Can it be that the unions feared, 1) ivith more trade 
schools in operation , the supply of skilled labor couldn ' t 
be controlled as easily 1 and 2) that a decline in the price of labor with a blgger supply on the market might 
result from an increase in t he supply of skilled labor? 
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that concern organized l abor. The federation has the addition-
al purpose of 1) furthering the state-w·ide interests of labor , 
and 2) in promoting state labor legislation. Since the c . F. 
of L. has money, it can afford a permanent staff; although 
this staff isn't nearly as large as the business groups , it 
is large enough to conduct an adequate amount of research. 
The federation has a reputation , according to t he N. Y. Times , 
of being a conservative union in comparison to other state 
labor federations . 
As previously mentioned, the c . s . F.T., being a member 
of the State Federation , determines to a large extent the 
educational policy of the state organization. Therefore, 
the fact that the State Federation incorporated in its leg-
1 
islative program a teacher's tenure bill providing , 1) dis-
missal for due cause only , 2) a hearing before an Educational 
Arbitration Commission, 3) appeal to the courts from said 
commission , and 4) incorporation of the above suggestions 
in each teachers' contract can be attributed to the c.s.F.T •• 
Most of the legislation promoted by the C. F. of L. was typical 
labor legislation, as minimum 1>1age, workmen 's insurance com-
pensation, unemployment compensation , labor relations , etc •• 
Contrary to the policy pursued by the industrial and 
business groups , the State Federation did tal-ce a stand on the 
1. C. f. ante p . 44. 
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Big-4 proposals. This pmverfnl labor group felt that educa-
tion affected the public i.-Telfare and interests of l abor , and , 
therefore , the C. F. of L. must take some kind of position on 
these education bills . As a result of this pol icy , the Sta te 
Federation supported , in the main , the recommendations of its 
affiliated tmion , the c . s . F. T., on the Big-4 proposals . Con-
sequently , the State Federation opposed S. B. 238 , state aid 
to education, and supported the administration's bill for 
state aid, S. B. 697; the state federation also opposed 516 
1 
for the reasons previously presented and took a neutral posi-
2 
tion on state aid for school building projects S. B. 240 . \Vhen 
the vested interest of the C. F. of L. is infringed on , the 
i mpression that the C. F. of L. i s the lobby for the public 
vtelfare disappears . An exampl e of such is the stand taken by 
the union on the cons t ruction of vocational or trade schools . 
Previously , this group assumed a defini t e commitment on all 
educational legis l ation whi ch indirectl y affected union members , 
but , on a piece of l eg i s l a tion which directl y affect ed union 
l abor, the C. F. of L. conspicuously absented itself f r om sup-
porting or opjecting to S. B. 516 . The reason for such an 
atti tude is obvious - -the state federation could not afford 
to object t o a pi ece of legis l ation in \vhich the public inter-
1 . c . F . ante p . 44. 
2. c . F. ante p . 4 5. 
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est 1:ras so directly involved. Therefore , though the union's 
interest was directly i mplicated, the best possible approach 
1 
to such a bill was abstention from making any definite stand. 
The Connecticut State Counc i l of the C.I. o. is struc-
turally organized similar to that of the C. F . of L.. It is 
a federation of approximately 60 ,000 members , representing 
on the state level the locals of the national and internat-
ional C.I.o. unions . Since the state council is financially 
impecunious , its power is delimited. It cannot afford a per-
manent staff to conduct an adequate research program , one 
commensurate 'I.•Ti th its responsibilities . To add to the already 
heavy financial problems of the' state C. I . O. , not all the 
locals have joined the state group . In fact , one large city 
council, the Ne'l.v Haven Council, has become a recognized op-
ponent of most of the state council 's policies . Thus , one 
can say that due to financial a~d i nternal difficulties , the 
state council of the C.I . O. isn't as strong a unit as it 
should be . 
The legislative proposals ' of t he state C.I. o. are similar 
to that of the Connecticut Federati on of Labor. Its program 
emphasizes such legislation as unemployment compensation , 
1 . One striking fact , that presents itself at the committee 
hearings concerning the passage for the trade school bil l , 
is the unanimous support of industry for S.B. ?16. Rep-
resentatives of such influential firms as \'Jinchesters 
Repeating Arms Co , Hammond Hfg. Co., the local Chambers 
of Commerce and the Conn. Mfg . 'Assoc~ gave unanimous- and 
vehement. supp·ort· for ·· the - passage of S .. B. ?16. 
?9 . 
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workmen 1 s compensation , old age assistance , minimum 1:1age , 
labor relations , etc .. As far as education was concerned , 
the council supported the governor ' s position on both S. B. 
240 and S. B. 238. Therefore , Mrs. Margaret Driscoll , legis -
lative agent for the group , opposed S . B ~ 240 because the 
funds requested for the construction of school buildings n\.ras 
1 
beyond Governor Bm.rles 1 budget. n In the latter bill , 11rs . 
Driscoll said that the Council viaS not prepared to endorse 
2 
the bill until "vre 1cnovr this money is needed. 11 As the c . F . 
of L., the Council abstained from any commitment on the voca-
tional education bill. 
In concluding, the State Council of the C.I.a . is con-
sidered more liberal politically than the state federation; 
it also has a more diversifi ed progr am than the federation--
which includes a state income tax , constitutional convention, 
concern over the removal of dental laboratories , etc. . The 
state C.I.a. still is a union concerned primarily in worker 
and not consumer interests-.;..v.Jhen such can be differentiated. 
A summary of labor organizations and their policies 
indicates that they are devoted mainly to benefiting the 
vmrker. Since the "mrker is an amorphous figure , the unions 
1. Education Committee Hearing , Narch 2 , 1949• 
2. Ibid , February 23 , 1949. This is not an unusual comment 
f or the labor organizations to make , for labor and 
Bovrles ' administration "tvere closely allied in the leg-
i slature. 
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have to incorporate and take stands on many issues; this fact 
doesn't mean that they represent the consumer or public wel-
fare necessarily--they emphasize labor interests above all 
others. Since v.rorkers, for the most part, send their child-
ren to public schools, labor, throughout history , has been 
int erested in public education which explains her interest 
(as expressed through labor's eyes) in the Big-4 proposals. 
D. FARN GROUPS 
The State Farm Bureau and the State Grange are the farm 
organizations to be discussed herewith . Since both represent 
rural interests in general, they have as a result, varied 
interests. The Con~ecticut State Farm Bureau is a farm organ-
ization of 95'00 members distributed among eight Connecticut 
counties . According to its mail letterhead, the Farm Bureau 
is a group designed to enhance farm interest. The Bureau is 
also interested in 1) the promotion of good business prac-
tises by making available to its members an accounting and 
income tax service, 2) cooperative market ing, and 3) the in-
1 
sti tution of a program to equalize taxes. \l{i th one hous e 
and the state government dominated by rural interest, the 
1. The last mentioned purpose strikes the author and pro-
bably the League of Women Voters as ironical, for if 
anyone in the state of Connecticut is undertaxed , it 
is the rural areas . Rural areas have benefited more 
from state grants than urban areas. In general, rural 
areas have lmver proper t y mill r€!,tes than urban property 
rates. 
-------= 
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1 
influence of the Farm Bureau as "tvell as the Grange is much 
greater than they justly deser"iTe . E"iTen though rural inter-
ests predominate , the Farm Bureau is deeply concerned about 
the relatively fe~<r farmers in the lower house , 25 out of 308 
members . Since the Bureau vms "shocked and shagrined at the 
2 
insecurity of i ts position," this group has declared that 
"there 1vill be more farmers taking nominations next time , 
vlhich ~<rill be better for the farm interests and better fo r 
3 
the state." 
As indicated previous l y , the Bureau is interested in 
legislation -vvhich involves rural 1<1elfare . Farmers , through 
the Connecticut Conference of Farm Organizations , v10rk to-
gether in the promotion of their legislative interests . 
Therefore , the major bills supported by the Bureau as the 
Sales Tax, Bond Issue , Oleomargerine, Educational Bills , 
and other technical farmer legislation had in many cas es 
the additional bacldng of the other farm groups of the state . 
1. Illustrations of the effectiveness of the legislative 
machinery possessed by the Farm Bureau are: 1) Repre-
sentative Eugene H. Lamphier , House chairman of the Joint 
Committee on Agriculture is also President of the Litch-
field County Farm Bureau and also chairman of the Leg-
islative Committee of the State Farm Bureau; 2) Senator 
John J. Monnes is also a Farm Bureau member. 
4. David Clarke , "Farmers Score Victory in the State Leg-
islature", Connecticut Farmer , p . 6, July 1944. 
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One might say that crecti t should be gi ven to the Farm Bureau 
for their interest (conservat i ve though it be ) in the many 
areas ,.;here government is j_nvolved. A more accurate ju.dge -
ment would be that the Bureau is a lobby for the r ural inter-
ests and therefore needs to take a position on many legis l a -
tive bills in order to repres ent fully rural opinion. 
The political s tand a ssumed by the Farm Bureau on the 
Big-4 proposals can best be as s essed by individually exam-
i ning each l egi slative measure. On state aid to education , 
S.B. 238 , the Bureau recommended an overall appr opriation 
of 10 million , vThich v-Tas 10 million less than that recommended 
by the aforementioned bill . The Bureau suggested aid to tm·ms 
be based on a per pupil basis of $250; stipulating nsuch a 
grant "lvould be of equal benefit to all cities and tovms in 
1 
t he state." These recommended appropriations veil the true 
character of the Farm Bureau ' s suggestions, for the $250 per 
pupil favors the rural tmvns much more than the cities vlho 
are slightly benefited fr om this bill because they have been 
appropriating amounts equal or greater than this r atio . 
Regarding teacher's college and vocational school appro-
priations , the Bureai1 contended that the appropriations were 
too high and that for economy reasons they should be lm-rer. 
The Bureau suggested that three million for construction and 
1. Tbid. 
ma i ntenance of teacher training schools for elementary school 
teachers would be enough. Additional appropriations for 
training teachers for secondary schools were opposed, stating 
if the need in this field arose in the futnre, then consid-
1 
era tion to this problem should be given. The Farm Bureau 
also recommended an appropria tion of t -vro milli on for voca-
tional schools . Although this amount was less than desired 
by .S.B. 516, the Bureau ctid assume a r esponsible approach to 
this bil • 
The Grange or Patrons of Husbandr~r is a conservative, 
family ba sed, farm organiza tion devoted to the romotion of 
better living cone i tions for rural d1.vellers. Such a program 
of assistance involves ai~ in the economic, moral, and social 
fiel s. This grou is a centralized organizati n co posed 
of approximately 30,000 members located in 11 Pomona Granges 
and 158 subordin ,te local Granges. According to its program, 
the Grange "seeks no privilege that re are m\vill i ng to share 
2 
vri t _ other. " This is some 1hat amusing; for this same organ-
ization opposed democratization of the rotten boro gh s stem 
1. 
2 . 
The reason offered by the Bureau appears to be short-
sighted a s are most views advocated y l obbies. Bills 
which recommend long range immaterial gains are ver y 
difficult for lobbies as a whole to grasp adeq1.1.ately . 
Hm1ever , if a bill is suggested in which the. vested in-
terest of the lobby i s directly concerned , then even a 
bill remotely affecting the lobby becomes one of immed-
iate importance. 
Grange Legislative Program, 1949, p. 1. 
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in Connecticut , because they feared the destruc tion of ru.ral 
dominance over the state legislature . The~r said , at tha t 
time , that " this vrould leave the rural areas vTi thout a voice 
1 
in the general assembly." 
The State Grange , like most other conservative groups , 
rareJ_y initiates l egislation , but ins tead , revie"'t,TS all bills 
pending before the legislature -vrhich have a bearing on Grange 
interests . Such matters incl1J.de typical rural or farm inter-
e sts as the regulation o child labor in agriculture, the 
preservation of the high ,ra y department , the preserYa tion of 
the status quo in · the lm~rer house (or govermnent by assembly) , 
and a Grange oleomargarine bill , etal .... 
In regard to the Big- 4 proposals , the Grange assumed 
the follm· ing stand; 1) on S . B. 240, the Grange approved of 
a bond issue not to exc eed $10,ooo,ooo for state aid for 
building schools . The Grange also approved bond issues of 
$3 ,ooo ,ooo for vocational schools (S . B. 516) as "~:J'ell as an 
additional $3 ,ooo ,ooo for tb.e improvement of teacher 1 s coll-
eges engaged in elementary teacher training only. The Grange 
feels that the great need today is for elementary teachers 
and not secondary school teachers. 
An explanation for the Grange ' s ommission to take a 
position on state aid to education (S . B. 238) has eluded the 
1 . Gr ange Correspondence , April 3, 19Y·9. 
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revision of the estimate advocated by the other Big-4 bills 
is unders tandable in the light of a comment made by Dr . Faye , 
legislative consultant of the State Department , ·Tho said 
that the Grange is a conservative group and consequently 
1-rould not support the figures recommended by the educational 
bills . 
Since the vested interests of the farm groups necessarily 
have to include a great many fields of interests , the farm 
organizations , as represented by the Farm Bureau and the 
Grange have committed their organizati ons to many and sundry 
bills. Hm·rever , these stands have not been talcen beyond 'tvha t 
would be considered farm or r ral interests . 
E. VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS 
The American Legion and the Veterans of Foreign Wars 
are the t'\oro veterans' groups to be herevri th discussed. 
The State Legion is a veteran 's group compos ed of ap-
proximately 30,000 men and \<Tomen from t~r . w . I and W. W. II . It 
is a conservative, non- political, capitalistic , non-sectar-
ian , patriotic or nationalistic group , organized to sponsor 
and support veterans' benefits. An indication of its impor-
tance at the state capitol can be determined from the s t ate-
ment made by Hr. Kaminsky, commander of the Je1.vish V.lar Vet-
erans, ,.,b_o stated 11 '\vhen -vre 1:-rant anything , v-re go t o the Legion 
f or support; they have a great deal of influence in t he leg-
islature since most of the Legion ' s members are representa-
1 
tives of the state legislature. 11 
General legislative policies of the Legion are determin-
ed at t he annual s t ate convention. Once a program is decided 
upon at the convention, the Legion mus t continue (unless re-
voked a t a later session) said policy until its passage in 
the state legislature. The legi slative program is completed 
by the State Executive Com.'ll1ittee vrhich , apart from the gen-
eral policy established by the convention, is given discre-
tionary legis lative pmvers over matters not considered at the 
convention. Consequently , legislative policies, as the fol-
lowing, \vere primarily determined by the Executive Committee 
of the State Legion--bi lls concerning the Soldiers, Sailors 
and Marines Fund , Cigarette Tax, (1¢ per pack is alloted to 
the Fund) maintenance of the state armor ies , pledge to the 
state fla g, the Connecticut National Guard, etc •• 
In 1947, t he State Convention of the Legion endorsed 
adequate appropr iations fo r high school and trade schools , 
2 
as -vrell as state a id '"i thout i nfringing on local sovereigni ty. 
Since these bills vrere not passed in the 1947 l eg islative 
session, technically, state aid t o education support of the 
school building programs , and the construction of vocational 
1. 
2. 
IntervievT vrith Commander Kaminsky , January 20, 1950, 
Hartford. 
Restated from a mi meogra phed report of the convention, 
September 25, 1946. 
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schools as expressed in .S .. B. 238 , 240 , and 5'16 , respectively , 
should have continued to be of primary concern to the State 
Legion.. Hm-rever, Nr. Harold Clark , adjutant of the legion, 
indicated, since the education bills had become a political 
football behveen both the lovrer and upper houses, it vms best 
for the Legion to avoid tak ing a stand on the bills for fear 
of antagonizing, and thus placing the Legion in a bad light 
with the members of each house. Consequentl y , the normal 
reaction of preserving its vested interests prevented the 
Legion from supporting these bills before the legislators. 
The Veterans of Foreign VJars, as indica ted by its name , 
is another veteran ' s group 1>1hos e membership is confined to 
those who saw service overseas. This organization has ap-
proximately 15' ,000 members located in 104 locals. Like the 
American Legion , the V .. F .. W .. is an ultra-patriotic , conserva-
tive, and capitalistic group organized to protect and enhance 
the interest of veterans and America. 
T. e legislative program of the V .. F .. W. is arranged very 
similar to that of the State Legion. Broad legislative pol-
icies are determined at the annual state ,encampment and great 
discretion is given to the State Department off icers of the 
group to complete or fill in the V .. F.W. 's program .. Bills as 
those concerning opposition to vrorld government, the Soldiers , 
Sailors, and Narine Fund, etc. are found in its legislative 
program. 
68. 
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Regarding the Big-4 proposals , the V . F. VJ., as v.ri t h mos t 
pressure groups , 'l.·vasn ' t inclined to commit its support to 
public education. 
In summary: one can say thCJ.t the veterans' groups are simi-
lar to other lobbies, in that they will not deviate from 
their vested parochial interests unless said r eason for exis-
tence is involved. 
F. EDUCATI ONAL GROUPS 
The organizations of the Legislative Coordinating Com-
mittee , the Connecticut Association of Boards of Education , 
the Connecticut Parents-Teachers Ass ociation , and the Conn--
ecticut Library Association are discussed in the following 
material. 
The Legislative Coordinating Committee composed of the 
C. E. A. , the Elementary and Secondary School Principals Asso-· 
ciations. The Superintendents Association and the State De-
partment of Education are considered as a unit , for their 
legislative programs are very similar. They are only inter-
1 
ested in educational legislation and. do not depart from such 
1 . As reported in the state boe.rd meeting of November 1949 , 
page 40, "fir . Farrington brought up the rna tter ·what stand 
the L. A. C. vmuld take on any bill submitted by a private 
organization. Hr . Smith moved and Miss Herit seconded 
that this commission is bound in legislative activity 
by the action of the representative assembly and there-
fore it would be the policy of the committee not to lend 
support to private bills . The motion v.ras carried unan-
i mously . " 
;!== ==---=-= 
1 
unless their vested interest is involved. In fact, since 
state aid to education, in large amounts, is such a relatively 
new phenomenon to Connecticut, the L.c.c., as vrell as the C. E. 
A. haven't acquired the necessar y interest in state finances 
to support the educational programs they propose. As the 
years progress , it is expected that the educational interests 
vrill expand their scope of interest to i nclude appropriations 
and the particular taxes '·rhich suppor t educational programs . 
Outside of these two items, the L.c.c . 1 s interests are more 
parochial and selfish in nature than most other lobbies. 
In proportion to its member s , the Connec ticut State 
Association of Boards of Education is reputed to be the most 
significant and influential of all the educational groups. 
This body is composed of members of local school boards . 
Since school boards are, for t he most part, elected , politics 
ana_ education are married to one another; this is a logical 
consequence , for an organization is needed to be elected t o 
a .school board. Such an organization is supplied by the party 
system. Thus , nearly every school board member must of nee-
1. An example of s uch is H.R. 6000 i n the u.s . House of 
Representatives. This is a bill providing that all state 
employees could c ome under the extension of social sec -
urity pension provisions (introduced by Senator Douglas 
to benefit those state employees without a pension system) . 
The C. E. A. · oppos ed such, fearing t hat their own high 
state pension system mi ght , in times of economic recession, 
be tampered ,.,i th and possibly abolished by an economy 
minded state legislature. 
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essi ty be connected vTith a local party. In addition, the 
school board member is generally a prominent citizen in his 
locaJ5ty . Therefore, the local school boards represent an 
extremely important and pm·Terful grass roots , as vlell as 
political base for this assocj_ation. The fallacy in this 
ideal picture is that the local boarc1s do not cooperate -vri th 
the state group to any extent, thus destroying , to a great 
de gree, the group's pm,rer potential. 
The State School Boards Association, as with the other 
educational gronps , sponsors a very narrovr legislative pro-
gram. It is interested primarily in educational legislation, 
specifically , state legislation v.fhich 'tvill benefit education 
in the locality, and at the same time not deprive the boards 
of their authority and independence as governi g units . This 
gronp, like the other educational groups , avoided t 1e prob-
lem of resolving where the money to sponsor their programs 
vras to come from. 
T 1e Connecticut Parents-Te2.chers Associa.tion is a mild 
bit a ggressive pressure gro1p com' rising 420 local P. T.A . ' s, 
representing 29,626 homes. The purpose of this organization 
is " to promote conferences on the part of parents concerning 
questions most vi tal to the i-Telfare of children, the manifest 
interests of the home , and, in general, the elevation of man-
1 
kind.~~ · Nany facets of interest a r e derived from this broad 
1. Baker, Adelaide, "P.T.A. Perspectives 11 , Connect-icpt 
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pur pose , as ment~l hygiene , pre-school service , health exam-
inations , hot lunches , spiritual education , citizenship , etc •• 
The State P. T.A . is an extremely centralized association , 
having virtual dictatorial o'\.lrers over its local gro ps. The 
authority of the state organization is so gr eat , that before 
a local group can testif;r at a l egisla tive committee, it must , 
fir s t of all , receive the advance approval of the Board of 
Hanagers , the executive ody of the P. T. A.. Today , contrary 
to the pa st , the . T • • is rapidly becoming a vigorous and 
effective state lo by. 
This group is similar to t ~e siness lo bies , in that 
it doesn ' t initiate legislation , bu t acts only on l egis-
lation th t has been previously pr onosed in the l egislative . 
Consequ.ently , to determine Hha t legislation the P. T. A. pro-
motes, one needs to ascertain t .e s upnort or opposition it 
gives to the bills of other groups . The P. T .• A. actively and 
vigorously endorsed alJ the Big-lt- proposals , as recommended 
by the L.c.c. . As for S.B . 238, state aid to education, the 
P . T. A. states that 
"the cost of ed1 cation in Connecticut has risen during 
the past tvro yea r s $40 per child ••• v.re know· some commun-
ities still need hel to meet the floor level of educa-
tion , and -ve l'::noH . any co:rmnuni ties need help in meeting 
t-v1o :kinds of costs - the cost o education itself , and 
the cost of ousing nd ed J.ca tion increa sed numbers of 
children,"l 
1. P. T. A. _Legis l ative Bullet\g, December 1, 1948 , p.3. 
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The P. T.A. , in suppor ting S. B. 516, Contends 
"In the past, Connecti.cut has attracted teachers from 
neighboring state-s but with the new salary schedules 
in these states, this source of new teachers has evap-
orated. From here on in , Each state "~;Till have to TRAIN 
A}ID HOLD its o~m staff. Students , choosing a college , 
consider other things besides t he program. If our 
Teachers' Colleges are expected to attract wholesome, 
alert , competent young people, they must provide ade-
quate , attractive dormitories, eating facilities, and 
proper accommodations for student activi t ies . "l To 
keep an industrial state strong and healthy, young 
people must be vrell trained for stepping into jobs . 
The State Department of Educa tion should ovm and oper-
ate the 12 Vocational-Technical Schools; these are reg-
ional schools, it is unfair to expect local communities 
to provide them.2 
In respect to S.B. 240 , the P. T.A. argues that because of 
increased enrollments and the long overdue replacement of 
school buildings, this group stands behind the proposal 
ma de by the Legislative Coordinating Committee. 
3 
They also supported such bills as res t oring the whole 
wheat content in white bread, lmr cost housing , a bill creat-
ing a board of classification for comic books, and F.E.P.C. 
for admission to educational institutions, and a tax free 
oleo bill . Thus, the P. T. A., although refraining from the 
more controversial measures as the sales tax and income tax , 
has developed a commendable program. 
1. Ibid , p.l. 
2. Ibid , p. 2. 
3. Baker, loc. ill· 
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The Connecticut Library Association is a professional 
1 
librarian's organization composed of 5'00 members . The pur-
pose of this professional group (as with other professional 
organizations) is to promote the establishment of higher 
standards in the profession. Legislation , in the past , has 
been fostered with this end i n mind. A state board composed 
of one member per county determines the major policies to 
be pursued by the Librarian ' s Association. This group is 
considered as a professional and not a pressure organization 
at the state capitol. 
In 1949, the educational policies pursued by the Lib-
rarian's Association include 1) a Great Books Program; 2) 
civic forums in branch libraries; 3) vocational forums for 
young people of high school age; 4) the conducting of libraries 
2 
in schools to explain the branch use of the libraries. 
The Connecticut Librarian ' s Association did not take any 
position on the Big-4 proposals and preferred to remain out-
side of these political measures. 
I n concluding , one mus t say as vdth other professional 
groups that educational groups confine themselves to matters 
which directly affect their organization and do not commit 
1. History of ~he Connectt.cut Library Association, 1947 , 
p . 23. 
2. Correspondence '"i th Isabelle Hurlbutt , February 16, 195'0. 
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themselves on matters outside of their vested scope of vievr. 
SUHMARY 
This chapter has explained, via a comparative approach, 
the impossibility of lobby cooperation as long as pressure 
group action is dominated by parochialism and selfishness . 
Whether a farm , labor , business , women 's or educational group , 
lobbies have such myo ic tendencies that any legislation that 
doesn't becloud its vested vision will be ignored regardless 
of the benefit the legislation might have upon the population. 
True, some groups have a larger scope of interests and thus 
take legislative positions on a variety of bills. How·ever, 
even though groups as the farm and labor organiza tions commit 
their groups to a multitude of legislative bills , the posi-
tions taken by these organizations normally does not deviate 
from their vestec1 interests . An indication of such is the 
respec tive committments of both labor and farm groups on the 
Big-l!- proposals. Labor stayed v-ri thin the educational policy 
outlined by the Connecticut Federation of Teachers and the 
policy of Governor Bovrles \:Tho 'l.vorlm d hand in glove '1.-Ti th the 
labor leaders of the state . The farm interests likewise 
didn't stray beyond their vested conservative economic inter-
ests for they pruned down the estimates of these aforementioned 
educational proposals . Other lobbies representing educational , 
business, and womens' groups rarely deviate (vrith the excep-
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tion of the League of vJomen Voters) from their selfish programs . 
Thus, in conclusion , one can say that lobbies don't de-
via te from their vested and parochi a l interests unless a bill 
infringes upon said lobby's reason or reasons for existence. 
Wit h this fact established , cooper a tion among lobbies i n t he 
promotion of t heir respective legis l a tive programs on the state 
level must be delimited. 
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CHAPTER III 
COOPERATION 
Cooperation ~s a technique used by pressure groups to 
acquaint the members of other groups with the fundamentals 
of their legislative program in an attempt to win varied 
group support for its legislative program. Cooperation is a 
device used by lobbies, whenever possible, to illustrate to 
the legislature that many sundry groups support said lobbies' 
legislation, thus, indicating wide popular support and the 
advisability for passage of said legislation. 
This chapter is devoted to an explanation of the actual 
cooperation received by the C.E.A. from other groups in the 
promotion of its legislative program. In Connecticut, coop-
eration at the state level is, as a rule, delimited; in fact, 
some lobbies contend a spirit of "Yankee Individualism" 
exists which prevents extensive cooperation among themselves. 
However, the tendency today is away trom this attitude to 
one of more cooperation between pressure groups. A few in-
dications of such are 1) Mr. Lyndon Pratt's (executive sec-
retary of the C.E.A.) statement "in thepast, cooperation 
was not very extensive, but today we are employing this tech-
1 
nique to a greater extent 11 ; and 2) the comments of David Clarke, 
executive secretary of the Farm Bureau; "Several years ago 
1. Interview with Mr. Pratt, January, 1950, Hartford 
Though the tendency is toward more lobby cooperation, Mr. 
Pratt did indicate to the writer in this same interview 
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it was common talk in legislative halls that farmers could 
never agree and would never unite for their common good. This 
is not true today."1 
The material has been arranged to demonstrate 1) the in-
tentional and concerted cooperation received by the C.E.A. 
in the promotion of its legislation, and 2) the indirect and 
unintentional cooperation advanced by other lobbies in behalf' 
of the legislation of this teacher's group. 
I DIRECT AND CONCERTED COOPERATION 
Direct and intentional cooperation is delimited to the 
member groups of the L.C.C. and the closely allied educational 
groups as the P.T.A. and the Connecticut School Boards Assoeia-
tion. 
A. THE LEGISLATIVE COORDINATING COMMITTEE -.... 
As already indicated in previous chapters, the Connecticut 
Education Association operates within a united education bloc, 
the Legislative Coordinating Committee. Consequently, the 
C.E.A., cooperates and in turn receives cooperation from the 
other groups within the L.c.c .• The groups, in the L.c.c., 
that carry the ball are the C.E.A., the State Department of 
Education, and the superintendent's Association, with the 
Elementary and Secondary Principals Associations lagging 
behind. Since the C.E.A. has available better financial re-
that "when the bill is of a strictly parochial or selfish 
nature, we do not ask the support of other lobbies." 
1. Clarke, loc. cit. 
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sources, ~ it naturally became the group to spearhead the pro-
paganda and importuning of tne legislators. The c.E.A. as-
sumed its major responsibility seriously: 
"Promotion, like public relations, is the implementing 
right arm of a program. Without a program, promotion 
is useless-like form without content. And without~ro­
motion, program is inarticulate and handicapped." · 
The cooperation among these groups takes four forms: 
3 1) contacti ng of individual legislators for informat ional 
enlightenment, 2) buttonholing, 3) cooperation at committee 
hearings, and 4) cooperation in educating or influencing pub-
lic opinion. 
1. INFORMATIONAL ENLIGHTENMENT 
The organs of the L.C.C. have gained the reputation of 
being experts on educational matters. To acquire this posi-
tion of expert on educational affairs, a considerable amount 
of time is devoted to informing and familiarizing the legis-
latera with technical educational questions, as well as edu-
1. The C.E.A. operated under a budget of $62,500 for the year 
1950-1951. This amount is rather large for a membership 
of 10,000 school teachers. Said money is derived mainly 
from membership dues and is spent largely on operating 
expenses. 
2. Connecticut Teacher, May, 1949, .P• 174. 
3. Teachers are virtually non existent in the legislative 
halls; in fact, there is but one from the profession who 
sits in the general assmebly, and he sits in the house. 
This problem is due to a large extent to the small fee 
("shall not exceed three hundred dollars for the term 
which they are elected, and one mileage each way for the 
regular session at the rate of twenty-five cents per mile"). 
and the great amount of time required for legislative duties 
which prevents all people with regular hours of employment 
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eating them on the benefits and merits of their own legisla-
tion. This educating or public relations process generally 
takes place in the legislative halls proper and in the local 
constituency. 
In the legislative halls, the C.E.A. and the State De-
partment of Education assumed the responsibility for seeing 
that the important party leaders1 as well as the important 
2 
committee chairmen were familiarized with the proposals sub-
mitted by the L.c.c.. On the whole, most of this type of 
lobbying was done by Mr. Pratt, executive secretary of the 
C.E.A. and the chairman of the Legislative Action Committee, 
Mr. Farrington. The State Department, through Commissioner 
Englemann and Dr. Faye also participated in this informational 
activity. For the most part, the technique used in this type 
from attending the legislative sessions. 
1. The important legislative leaders include the majority 
party leaders of both houses. 
2. The committee chairmen of importance, head the education 
and appropriations committees. 
Although there is trading of legislation between key 
legislators, lobbies, as a rule, do not trade legislation 
among themselves. (By trading of legislation, the writer 
means that one group or legislator will indicate to an-
other group or legislator if you use your effort and in-
fluence to pass my bill, I will do the same in regards to 
your bill.) This fact is especially true among the L.c.c. 
member groups, for they do not possess the power or con-
trol over any important legislator to have him bargain and 
trade as their agent with another legislator. Consequently, 
as far as the L.C.C. and the C.E.A. are concerned, trading 
of legislation is a legislator's problem; a technique which 
according to Mr. Farrington is best to be avoided for fear 
of slandering the good name of the C.E.A. 
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of lobbying was the informal social approach of having the 
legislator to lunch, or informally conversing with h~ in the 
legislative chambers and halls. One must understand that this 
technique is one of verbal persuasion and not one of threats 
and intimidations as exemplified in buttonholing. 
In the local constituency, this informational technique is 
used a great deal by the Superintendent's Association. Since 
1 these men have close associations with local politician, the 
influence they can bring to bear by this personal relationship 
is often of great significance in the state legislature. 
There isn't a better technique for influencing legislators 
than that of personal friendship with the legislators, poli-
tical or otherwise; consequently, the superintendents make a 
powerful group. 
2. BUTTONHOLING 
The member groups of the L.c.c. do not resort to exten-
sive buttonholing tactics; they reiy more upon the new lobby 
and informational techniques of lobbying. True, some members 
2 
of their organizations may resort to threats, intimidations, 
and do a great deal of finger waving, but, in general, these 
groups refrain from such activities. 
Students from the teachers' colleges, who cooperated with 
1. C.f. ante p. 14. 
2. The Ohio Education Association, the counter-part of the 
C.E.A., resorts, to a large degree, to this type of 
lobbying. 
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the member groups of the L.c.c., did buttonhole extensively. 
In fact, their buttonholing became so rampant and irresponsible 
1 
that it drew the criticism of the newspapers and the legis-
lators. 
3. COMMITTEE HEARING 
The committee hearing offers a good illustration of the 
cooperation among member groups of the L.c.c •• The hearing 
offers a lobby a formal opportunity to impress the committee 
members and the public with its views. Consequently, in or-
der to make the best impression, a lobby will have to consider 
the following points. 
1. Convey the idea public sentiment is behind your bill. 
2. Display sincerity and logic in your argument. 
3. Show the need for the bill supported by expert advice. 
The writer has decided, because lt represented one of t he 
most explosive hearings before the 1949 legislature~ to ex-
amine the Education Committee's hearing of S.B. 516 (teachers' 
colleges and vocational school grants.) 
A lobby, to satisfy the legislators that public sentiment 
is behind the bill, needs to have a large number or people 
present at the hearing. Therefore, a proper beginning in 
explaining how a lobby operates is to describe the atmosphere 
prevailing at the hearing f ·or Senate Bill 516. 
The hearing was held in the Senate Chambers and the gal-
, leries were packed with students, educators, and businessmen. 
~. New Haven Register, April 7, 1949. 
~========-~ == 
For this bearing, students at the teachers' colleges were 
1 
efficiently organized for a descent upon the capitol. This 
was the opportunity the students had planned and waited for; 
they loosed their penned up resentment against the state leg-
islature for the meager appropriations granted to the teacher's 
colleges by pouncing upon any legislator available whether 
committeeman or otherwise. Since students aren't sophisticated 
lGbbyists, open and obvious buttonholing became rampant until 
the hearing started. Then, a chorus of cheers for proponents 
and boos for the opponents resounded after each speaker tes-
2 
tified before the committee. One can easily imagine the tense 
and explosive atmosphere prevailing at this hearing. 
Fi~ll~~ the hearing is called to erder by the chairman 
of the joint Educational Committee, Senator Ben Leipner of 
Bridgeport. Since the privilege of speaking first is granted 
to the senators and representatives of the legislature, a 
3 
procession of sixteen senators and representatives voiced their 
approval of the bill. 
1. on January 15, 1949, the C.E.A. held meetings with the 
teachers' colleges and students of the teachers' colleges 
according t o the State Board minutes. 
2. ~ Haven Register, loc. ci~. 
3. These legislators were probably convinced or advised into 
appearing before the hearing, because of the volume of 
letter and telegram pressure focused upon them from their 
constituencies and also because their constituents would 
benefit by the construction of vocational schools. 
- --== 
1 
Then the L.c.c.•s propaganda attack was led by Commis-
sioner Finis Englemann of the State Department of Education. 
Commissioner Englemann presented the logical, sincere, and 
expert opinion required to convince the committeemen ot the 
need tor further vocational schools in the needy towns, and 
the necessity for a ten million dollar grant to rejuvenate the 
antiquated teachers• colleges. Since Mr. Englemann's personal 
influence in the state and among the legislators, is great, 
1t became an important matter to see that he was the first 
speaker of the proponents• forces. 
The second speaker was Mr. Louis Lyman, chairman of the 
State Board of Education who testified as a surety for the 
statements made -by the commissioner. He stated that this bill 
was needed to place Connecticut on a parity with other states. 
Then, Miss Fennessey Canty, President of the Connecticut Educa-
, tion Association, voiced, in her colorless way, her sentiments 
supporting this bill. What Miss Canty's presence and tes-
timony supplied to the pattern of impressing the legislators 
was mere numbers. She contended that better teachers to re-
place the shortage of teachers in Connecticut would require 
better facilities as S.B. 516 requests. 
Miss Florence S~th, testified in behalf of the Connecticut 
Elementary School Principals Association. She contended that 
1. The term propaganda is used to mean a matter in .. contro-
versy where one aims at securing the action of another 
throUgh a manipulation of symbols or deeds. 
---- ---=t-
the shortage in elementary required the passage of this bill. 
The concluding remarks of the L.c.c. were made by Miss 
Agnes Wallace, representing the New Haven Teachers' League, 
and Mr. James Fitzg~rald, testifying in behalf of the Conn-
ecticut Superintendents Association. Miss Wallace's statements 
represented the padded portion of the L.c.o.•s comments at 
the hearing, for the New Haven Teachers• League is an affilia-
tion of the C.E.A. which had previously recorded itself in 
favor of this bill. Mr. Fitzgerald concluded the L.c.c.•s 
arguments with a detailed statistical account showing the need 
for additional vocational school and teacher college approp-
riations. 
In summation, the Legislative Coordinating Committee 
arranged its forces to have the best affect possible on the 
Committee members. The Educational Bloc strategically placed 
its experts and politically powerful figures at the beginning 
and end of the testimonies favoring the bill. The weaker groups 
and other groups were interspersed between the Educational 
Bloc's groups to act as filling matter for the more powerful 
figures at both ends of the proponents' arguments. 
4. AROUSING PUBLIC OPINION AND SUPPORT 
Great reliance is placed by the C.E.A. and .the L.c.c. 
upon the creation and development of public opinion or as 
1 
E.P. Herring calls it the New Lobby. In the process of arous-
1. Mr. Herring used this term to describe the methods used 
by lobbies to develop and create favorable public sentiment 
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ing public opinion, the various organizations pursue somewhat 
different lines of approach. 
The C.E.A. makes use ot all the mass media including the 
radio, paid advertisements in newspapers, and the use of bill 
boards. On February 13, 1949, a fifteen minute radio broad-
cast, of the educational and informational variety, was made 
over W.T.I.c., Hartford. At this time, Mr. Harold Zinman, 
legislative chairman of the Connecticut P.T.A. also participated 
in the program. Recordings were made of th!s broadcast and 
distributed to twenty local organizations so as to assist them 
in their lobby activities. Newspaper advertisements were used 
by the C.E.A. to explain the need for additional educational 
appropriations. In addition, bill boards of the General Out-
door Advertising Co. were also utilized by the C.E.A. to 
convey the need for better educational facilities 1n Connecticut. 
The C.E.A. also designed for popular Girculation a com-
bination hand-bill and reply coupon entitled "How Secure Is 
1 
Her Education." Great emphasis was placed upon this brochure; 
toward their group, as well as arouse public pressure in 
behalf of their organization's program. 
1. As indicated on pages 17~ and 175 of the "Connecticut 
Teacher", May, 1949; in composing this handbill, three 
purposes seemed important. First, an attempt was made 
to include the major legislative interest of each group 
in the Legislative Coordinating Committee, so as to fur-
ther unify educational support for the program. Second, 
the emphasis contained in the message was designed to be 
of interest to parents and citizens. Third, since C.E.A. 
funds were being used, the blue banner "message from 
10,000 Connecticut Teachers" and the C.E.A. seal were 
incorporated. 
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it described all the Big-4 proposals as well as included 
bills sponsored by the League of Women's Voters and the 
A.A.u.w •• The League's bill provided for a stud~ to determine 
the most efficient size of school administrative units and for 
possible recommendations to the 1951 legislature; the latter's 
bill would permit towns to provide for the nomination of candi-
dates for boards of education b~ petition, and for their 
election on a separate ballot without part~ designation. The 
repl7 coupon section provides for an easy way of requesting 
1 
additional information from the C.E.A. on the Big-4 proposals. 
Approximately 85,000 leaflets were printed up and destributed . 
trThe Parent Teache"t'S Association of Connecticut through 
Mrs. Grace Harbison, vice-president, had graciousl~ 
arranged for some 65 1 000 leaflets to go to the members 
of each affiliated local unit. The State Department of 
Education had planned to use several thousani, and others 
were made available to the American Association of Univ- 2 
ersity women and the Connecticut League of Women Voters. 11 
To arouse local support in behalf of the aforementioned 
bills, the C.E.A. attempted to arouse local public pressure 
by sending speakers to address local service clubs. These 
speakers played a dual role of informing these local groups 
of the needs of education in the state and secondly of attempt-
ing to secure their grass roots support behind the Big-4 pro-
1. This reply coupon section illustrates the desire by the 
C.E.A. to educate and enlighten people; but does it il-
lustrate shrewd or clever lobbying? No reasonable or ac-
ceptable explanation was given the writer upon his query 
of why the C.E.A. didn't use this coupon as a form of 
letter barrage upon the capitol. 
2. Connecticut Teacher, May, 1949, p. 174. 
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posa1s. Since the C.E.A. is an amalgamation of local. teacher 
associations and leagues, said local groups were mainly re-
sponsible for the promotion of educational interests in the 
towns. An example of such is New Haven where the New Haven 
Teacher's League directed the local propaganda campaign; this 
amounted to providing speakers for the Advertising Club, Lions 
Club, Foremen!' Club, Quota Club, etal.. The net result of 
these speaking engagements proved to be negligible, for none 
l 
of the clubs endorsed any of the Big-4 proposals. 
The State Department of Education creates favorable pub-
lie support for education through conferences of functional 
groups as the Lakeville Conference and the Council On Education. 
' • 
1. Although there was some cooperation with the C.E.A. and 
the New Haven Chamber of Commerce, the Chamber, on its 
own initiative, conducted an extensive campaign to pass 
s.B. 516, especially the section devoted to the construc-
tion of a new vocational school in New Haven. This group 
had all the important manufacturers in the city testify 
before the EducatiDn~ and Appropriation Committee hearings. 
Some comments of the peop1e who testified at the Education 
Committee hearing of April 13, 1949 are as follows: "Mr. 
Johnson, execui·S.ve secretary of the New Haven Chamber, 
spoke for the New Haven Printers Association, who favored 
the passage of this bill; he also submitted for committee 
consideration a letter from Stanley Cullen of Sargeant 
and Co. which stated that the youth of New Haven can•t 
compete with others from around the state without a new 
vocational school. Mr. 1loyd Newton, secretary of the G. 
and o. Manufacturing Co. said that New Haven is essentially 
a manufacturing center with 1100 industries which needs 
a technical school to prepare students for a livelihood; 
everyone can't go tb college or become office workers. 
Charles Bradley, President of Bradley•Laboratories,--
adequate vocational education is a service to industry. 
A survey made by Albert Redway of Geometric Tool Co. showed 
that 90% of job applicants didn't have proper skill. 
Leon Chappee, Winchester Arms Co., said New Haven youth 
sho~ld 11be given an opportunity to compete without of state youth.-· -
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The Council On Education is a year round affair which 
discusses educational problems of the state with its varied 
membership (as mentioned in Chapterii). Matters as the Big-
4 proposals were discussed during its sessions. Mr. Green-
berg, of the C.F. ofT., contends that the Council has dis-
criminated against his organization in respect to the presen-
tation of the pros and cons at these meetings. 
During the period of Bowles' special sessions, a con-
ference was held for two days at Lakeville. This Conference 
was sponsored by the State Department and its Council on Educa-
tion. Prominent people, both layman and professional, of every 
important functional group were invited to the conference. It 
had a three-fold purpose: 
"1) to determine the best innnediate means of providing 
improved educational programs throughout the State, 2) 
to outline methods and procedures whereby each town can 
apply the suggested program of improvement at the local 
level, 3} to plan for the coordination of citizen and 
educator activity on both the state and local level de-
signed to make the program of improvement a reality. "1 
As Mrs. Grace Benshe said, this conference was the start of 
a long range public relations project to acquaint people with 
the problems of public education. 
Since the superintendents worked with the local school 
boards in arousing and creating public sentiment behind the 
Big-4 proposals, they will be discussed under the school boards 
programs. 
1. Conference on the Improvement of Education In Connecticut 
State Department of Education and Connecticut Council on 
Education, p. 3. 
---==-
B. CLOSELY ALLIED GROUPS 
In pressuring for the passage of the Big-4 bills~ the 
Parents Teachers Association assumed an active role. Mr. 
Harold Zinman, legislative chairman, upon being interviewed, 
made a profound contradiction, when at first he said "that, 
for the most part, cooperation between the P.T.A. and the c. 
1 E.A. was indirect."; but later, after further interrogation 
that "we meet with the C.E.A., interchange ideas and alter 
our views for the sake of expediency and to resolve differences~ 
In reality, extensive cooperation between the C.E.A. and the 
P.T.A. is widely recognized. In fact, Miss Agnes Wallace 
contends that the P.T.A.'s work hand in glove with· the C.E.A., 
the latter organization more or less dictating policy to the 
former. This statement, the writer believes, contains a great 
deal of truth, for the teachers, as indicated by· the name of 
the organization, are members who play an important part in 
determining P.T.A. policy. 
The P.T.A. bases its pressure activities on the New Lobby 
and attending committee hearings. As indicated ·previously, 2 
the P.T.A. has cooperated with the C.E.A. on radio programs 
and in the distribution of C.E.A. leaflets among its local 
P.T.A.'s. This group also attended the meetings of the Council 
1. Interview with Mr. Zinman, January 24, 1950,Hartford 
2. C. f. ante p. 71 
--~- --
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on Education and the Lakeville Conference sponsored by the 
State Department. 
Regarding committee hearings, the P.T.A. testified before 
the Education and Appropriation Committees regarding the Big-4 
proposals. The state organization also recommended that the 
locals do likewise. A few examples of the remarks made by 
the group before the Education Committee are as follows: at 
S.B. 516, the state organization was represented by Mr. Zinman 
who stated that the "the State P.T.A. made a study on the tea-
chers' colleges which indicated the need for improvement";1 ap-
proximately, twenty lecal P.T.A's also testified in behalf of 
this bill. Mr. Zinman also represented the P.T.A; at the 
hearings for 1) S.B. 238 (state aid) where he said that 11 the 
P.T.A. of Connecticut recognizes the rising cost of living and 
consequently favors this bill", 2 and 2) s.B. 2.40 (school 
buildings) where he stated "the parents of the children want 
their needs to be met by the passage of this legislation." 3 
Special emphasis is placed upon educating their local 
P.T.A. members on the value of writing and sending both tele-
grams and letters to their respective legislators at the capi-
tol. In fact, the state P.T.A. has printed up a booklet entitled 
"Legislative Technique" in which instructions · for writing letters 
are outlined. Said directions suggest that the letters be brief 
1. Education Committee Hearing, April 6, 1949. 
2. Ibid, February 23, 1949. 
3. Ibid, March 2, 1949. 
simple, and personal, in form. For the convenience of its 
members, the booklet also contained a roster of all the re-
presentatives and senators in the General Assembly. A telegram 
campaign was launched by the P.T.A. in support of State Aid to 
Education (S.B. 238). 
The Connecticut Association of Boards of Education is 
. a powerful group of local school board members. According to 
1 President Moffet, this group accepts the advice and coopera-
tion of the State Department of Education in regard to policy 
determination. In addition, both Mr. Moffet and former Presi-
dent Roger B. Ladd2 agree that cooperati0n between their or-
3 ganizat ion and the C. E.A. has been extensive, for both groups 
accepted similar educational goals. It is also true, accord-
ing to Mr. Moffet, that the C.E.A. neglected to take full 
advantage of the School Boards' standing invitation to all its 
meetings in order to iron out possible differences of opinion 
that might occur. 
1. Interview with Mr. Moffet, January 24, 1949, Hartford. 
2. Interview with Mr. Ladd, January 24, 1949, Hartford. 
3. An example of non-legislative cooperation (which can later 
lead to closer legislative cooperation) is the forum held 
by the School Boards Association on December 2, 1949 at 
their annual convention. At this time, a discussion led by 
John B. Lyman, Middlefield Board of Education, Mr. H.Otis 
Howgate, President of Connecticut Council of Parents and 
Teachers, Friedrich G. Roth, President of Connecticut Edu-
cation Association, and Mrs. Harold Strickland, President of 
Womens Federation of American Farm Bureaus, debated upon pro-
blems like "1. How can more effective cooperation be developed 
between local boards, the state board, the P.T.A.,the C.E.A. 
--~~i2~h8r 85§~~5it~!~nSht£argfi~~zens int erested in the edu-
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=-=~ For a lay non-lobby group, the School Boards Association 
developed a fairly extensive lobbying program including appear-
ance and testimony before committee hearings; sponsoring of radio 
programs and spot radio announcements; sending out news releases 
to the newspapers; sponsoring letter writing campaigns; and per-
sonal contact of the legislators in the capitol -and in their 
constituencies. 
According to Mr. Ladd, the School Board Association commits 
itself on bills of a "general nature." 1 Once this group had de-
cided to take a stand, it will notify by postal card its members 
and advise their appearance before the appropriate committee 
hearing. Since this organization endorsed the proposals of the 
L.c.c., it either appeared at the hearing or sent ·a letter to the 
committee endorsing the Big • proposals. Examples of comments made 
by this group before the Education Committee are on S.B. 238 ''we 
need state aid above the amount passed in 1947" 2 and on S.B.516 
"we support in particular this bill on teachers colleges."3 
Fairly extensive use of the radio was made by this group to 
create mass opinion in support of the Big-4 proposals. On May 6, 
1949 and June 21, 1949 two fifteen-minute radio programs were spo~ 
sored4 on W.T.I.C. in Hartford. These programs were of a general 
1. Ladd, Loc. Cit. 
2. Education Committee Hearing, February 23, 1941. 
3. Ibid, April 6, 1949. 
4. These programs were offered free of charge by the radio 
stations as a public service. 
-- ---=== ~= =-=;l=::== 
educational and informational character illustrating the need 
for and the general advantages that would accrue to the com-
munities if the aforementioned bills would be passed in the 
state legislature. Records were made of the May 6, broadcast, 
but not (as the C.E.A. had done) circulated among ·the members 
of the local boards. In addition, spot radio announcements 
were made up and distributed for use by the radio stations. They 
included the brief remarks of Messieurs Motten, Snow, Ladd, and 
Ryan of the School Board Association and Miss Canty of the C.E.A. 
These spot announcements were not used to any extent by the radio 
stations.1 
Press releases like the spot announcements weren't received 
well by the newspapers. The School Boards Association also spon-
sored an extensive letter writing program which met with great 
success. This body in addition placed great reliance upon per-
sonal contact with legislators. Since members of the boards are 
usually prominent people in the community, as well · as political 
figures, their influence with the individual legislators is of 
tremendous importance. In fact, personal contacts were made by 
this group with legislators from Governor Bowles~ and Senator 
Leipner, Chairman of the Education Committee all ·the way down tel) 
the lowly representatives in the House. . i ~ 
A discussion of the Connecticut Association of Boards of 
Education cannot be complete without a comment upon the activi-
ties of the local boards of education, who, for the most part, 
1. W.K.N.B. of Meriden, did use these spot announcements. 
act independently of this state group. Although many boards 
did attend hearings advocating passage of the Big-4 proposals, 
most of them did not pursue the extensive program of the 
Newing Board of Education.1 It happened that Newington like 
all other towns in Connecticut was in need of additional 
funds for the construction of new school buildings. Consequent!~ 
the local board organized a campaign in its ~wn to acquire the 
funds necessary to build additional facilities. First of all 
they invited the important and influential people of 38 dif-
ferent groups, ranging from the Grange to the Rotary Club, 
to attend a town hall meeting to discuss the problems of 
education in Newington. Of the 38 groups invited, approxi-
mately 28 were represented at the meeting, which· ·discussed 
the facts and figures showing the needs of the town's educa-
tional system. Propaganda distributed at this time indicated 
thusly: 
1. 
2. 
"WILL THE STATE AID PROGRAM HELP US? 
Yes-- we should receive approximately $300,000 
during the next twenty years or $15,000 per 
year. This represents a saving of about one 
mill on our tax rate." 2 
At this time, it must be remembered that the superin-
tendents, being advisers to the boards of education, 
play an important part in executing and determining 
policy, and thus,can be considered an important ele-
ment in these local public relations programs. 
Newington School Building Program, Elementary and High 
School (a pamphlet) 
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II INDIRECT AND UNINTENTIONAL COOPERATION, IF ANY? 
The groups to be henceforth discussed will demonstrate 
that lobby parochialism prevents pressure groups from coopera-
ting with one another in the promotion of legislation. This 
portion of Chapter III also illustrates that lobbies outside 
of the Educational Bloc do not cooperate with the C.E.A., or 
if they do, it is unintended or indirect cooperation. 
The material is arranged so as to consider the women, 
business, labor, farm, veterans, and miscellaneous groups 
in that order. 
WOMENS' GROUPS 
The women's organizations to be discussed are the 
American Association of University Women, the League of Women 
Voters, and the Connecticut Federation of Womene' Clubs. 
The A.A.U.W. cooperated with the C.E.A. in the distribu-
tion of the aforementioned C.E.A. leaflets. 1 Miss Sadie Glanz, 
legislative director of the ·A.A.U.W., contended that the only 
reason said leaflets were distributed to its membership was 
because their pet bill was mentioned in it. Miss Glanz stated 
that her organization was unconcerned with the other bills 
(Big-4 proposals) mentioned in the leaflet. Cooperation be-
tween these two groups was consummated with this act. 
Mrs. Grace Benshe, executive secretary of the League of 
women Voters, 2 contends that the League rarely bands together 
1. Interview with Miss Glanz, January 22, 1950, Hartford. 
2. Interview with Mrs. Benshe, January 22, 1950, Hartford. 
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with other groups except on important matters. The Bowles 
bond issue, the financial end of the Big-4 proposals, this 
group did find important enough to cooperate with the C.E.A •• 
Otherwise, excluding the dissemination of the prior mentioned 
C.E.A. leaflet, most of the limited cooperation between these 
groups has been unintentional or indirect. It amounts to 
exchanging information on the standing of a bill in the legis-
lature and the interchanging of speakers for their organiza-
tion meetings. 
Although the League supported S.B. 240 and 516 in their 
legislative bulletins, this decision was independently arrived 
at and was based upon the natural interest in education possessed 
by the League. Furthermore, the League did little in the pro-
motion of these bills except to endorse them to its membership. 
Although one of the objectives of the Connecticut Federa-
tion of Womens' Clubs lies in the field of education, this 
group did not commit itself in the 1949 legislative session. 
consequently, it did not cooperate with the C.E.A. on any 
educational legislation. In fact, the C.E.A. never asked it to 
cooperate with them. 
In concluding, one can definitely say two things of these 
womens' groups; 1) they do not cooperate with each other un1ess 
their vested interest is at stake; and 2) they prefer to follow 
a pattern of Yankee Individualism" in the promotion of their 
legislative programs. 
- --
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BUSINESS AND MANUFACTURING GROUPS 
The Connecticut Manufacturer's Association,the Connecticut 
Chamber of Commerce and the Connecticut Public Expenditures 
Council are the business organizations to be discussed herewith. 
In Legislative matters, the Connecticut Manufacturer's 
Association has cooperated indirectly with the C.E.A •• This 
occurred in regards to the vocational education portion of 
s.B. 516. At that time, Mr. Watchouse, legislative counsel, 
testified before the Education Committee supporting this bill. 
Actually, this decision was part of the Manufacturer's own 
program, the C.E.A. never approached this group for support 
of S.B. 516. 
Cooperation does exist in the exchange of technical in-
formation. ·On one such occasion, the Manufacturer's Associa-
tion desired a list of teachers so t hat it could direct its 
study aid unit into the right hands. This roster they request-
ed and received from the C.E.A •• Consequently, Mr. Bingham, 
executive-secretary of the Manufacturing group, informed the 
1 
writer that this group had offered t he C.E.A. advertising 
space in its periodical, the "Connecticut Manufacturer." 
The C.E.A., however,never took advantage of this opportunity. 
The legislative program of the Connecticut Chamber of 
Commerce is independently determined, therefore limiting the 
1. Interview with Mr. Bingham, January 25, 1950, Hartford. 
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degree of cooperation. Although the C.E.A. is considered an 
affiliated organizationof the Chamber, 1 Mr. Stephen H. Millard, 
Director of Research, stated his group was never approached 
by the C.E.A. to cooperate with them in the promotion of their 
legislative program. "The C.E.A. sends us pamphlets and 
circulars, but our program is independently arrived 2 at." 
Cooperation between the C.E.A. and the Chamber only extends 
to the exchange of factual information. 
The Connecticut Public Expenditures Council is concerned 
mainly with taxes, appropriations, and the budget ·of the state 
government. It operates independently and seldom- takes an 
organizational stand unless it is a matter of extreme importance. 
Consequently, cooperation between the C.E.A., and · the Council, 
like the other business groups, is delimited to the exchange 
of factual information. 
LABOR ORGANIZATIONS 
Labor has had an historical interest in public education. 
Consequently, prior to 1947, it was not an unusual oecurence 
to find labor and the C.E.A. cooperating on educational legisla-
tion. However once the Connecticut Federation of Teachers 
was formed, a split 3 in the educational forces at the capitol ' 
1. Interview with Mr. Millard, January 24, 1950, Hartford. 
2. 50th Annual Report, Connecticut Chamber of Commerce,p.25. 
3. In fact, the split was so significant that legislators who 
are pro labor (these men and women are normally found in 
the Democratic Senate} are never contacted by the C.E.A •• 
The writer informally interviewed ten senators in the 
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resulted; labor now follows the policies of the c.s.F.T. and 
her cooperation, if any, with the C.E.A. is indirect if at all. 
Labor and Governor Bowles worked closely together on 
legislative policies. Originally, Bowles opposed the Big-4 
proposals because his fact finding commission en education 
hadn't reported on the need for such legislation. Consequently, 
t he Connecticut Federation of Labor, the Connecticut Federation 
of Teachers, and the State Congress of Industrial Organizations 
voiced their disapproval of S.B.'s 238, 240, and 516. Later 
on, these labor groups modified t heir views and supported the 
administration's views of each of the Big-4 proposals. 
FARM GROUPS 
Farm organizations as the Connecticut Farm Bureau and the 
Connecticut Grange rarely cooperate with any other groups. Al-
though the trend is changing, f arm groups have difficulty 
cooperating between themselves in the promotion of farm leg-
islation. 
Therefore, the fact that the C.E.A. and the Farm Bureau 
do not cooperate in the promotion of C.E.A., legislation cannot 
be a surprise. The Bureau organizes its program independently 
1951 legislature and only one, Senator Ben Leipner, former 
head of the Education Committee, was able to identify the 
C.E.A. upon mentioning of its organizational name. After 
further interrogation, a few more recognized executive-
secretary Lyndon Pratt by name. 
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and support of another group's bill is generally indirect and 
unintentional. 
The Grange pursues an identical pQlicy of individuality, 
with the result that it seldom cooperates with other lobbies, 
let alone the C.E.A •• 
Consequently, farm group parochialism and individuality 
prevent both the Farm Bureau and the Grange from cooperating 
beyond the extent of exchanging speakers and factual informa-
tion. 
VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS 
The veterans groups are similar to the other groups in 
that their parochial policies as well as group individuality 
prevent cooperation with other groups. Of course, as 0ther 
organizations, if the veterans' vested interests are implicated, 
said veterans groups will then extend its organization's coop-
eration. 
The degree of cooperation between the C.E.A. and the 
Connecticut Legion is limited to C.E.A. assistance in the schools 
in the promotion of such Legion sponsored programs as 11 I am 
an American Citizen week 11 and "American Education Week." 1 
The Veterans of Foreign wars is even a more parochial 
organization than the Legion. Its cooperation with the C.E.A. 
is limited to the exchange of factual data. · 
1. Interview David Clarke, January 14, 1950, New Haven. 
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MISCELLANEOUS GROUPS 
The Connecticut Association of Adult Education, the 
Connecticut Library Association, and the Connecticut State 
Employees Association are the groups to be discussed under 
this general heading. These organizations are similar to 
the previously discussed groups in that they pursue indi-
vidualistic programs. 
The Adult Education Association is a relatively new or-
ganization. The C.E.A. has never requested the cooperation 
of this group,, and consequently, never received such~ 
The Librarian's Association is a professional group that 
pursues a parochial and individualistic program. · It has never 
cooperated with the C.E.A •• .. 
The Connecticut State Employees Association ·has not co-
operated with the C.E.A. to any degree. As indicated from this 
letter of correspondence: 
"In the past we have not had too much in common 
with this group which woumd require legislation, 
with the exception of the last session of our 
Connecticut General Assembly. Both Associations 
sponsored Bi lls to protect teachers who are em-
ployees of the State of Connecticut in the event 
of a law suit arising out of their employment • 
On this problem, our Association worked very 
closely with the Connecticut Education Association 
and through our united efforts were successful in 
naving legislation passed which will protect teachers 
employed by the state." 1 
1. Correspondence with Bernard McCusker, February 7, 1950. 
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In addition, the C.E.A. and the Employees Association cooperated 
in their attempt to defeat the Federal proposal to extend 
Federal social security to state employees. 
SUMMARY 
To appreciate the significance of this chapter, one 
must divide the author's findings into two sections; 1) 
dealing with the Legislative Coordinating Committee and the 
closely allied groups as the P.T.A. and the School Boards 
Association, and 2) all other discussed groups. 
Regarding the former, these groups have demonstrated 
rather complete integration and cooperation in the formula-
tion of policy. They have compromised and reconciled their 
views so as to 1) settle upon an agreeable policy for all 
concerned, and 2) to present a united front before ' the state 
legislature. 
However, once policies have been decided upon; ·· each 
group appears to have pursued their own particular -promo-
tional activities and the degree of cooperation becomes 
limited. Some groups as the State Department, specialized 
in gaining varied group support, others, as the Superintendents 
and the School Boards Association, concentrated upon personal 
legislative contacts, and others, like the _ C.E.A. and P.T.A., 
emphasize the New Lobby. All groups pursue letter writing 
campaigns of different intensity. 
1 03 
In reference to the letter writing program, the New Haven 
Register conducted a sample survey of the affect of . ~aid 
program upon the legislators. The results of which are as 
follows: 
11 Senator Peterson, Stratfon:\--most of my mail concerns 
teachers' salaries, retirement, local aid, and oleo 
Senator Leipner, Bridgeport,--mail comes mostly in on 
state aid and salaries and teachers• colleges 
Senator Pratt, Willington,--mostly aid to local school 
buildings 
Representative Mitchell, southbury,--education bloc 
sending us mail by the wheel barrow 
Representative Raynsford, Salisbury,--received letters 
and questioning by teachers of the stand we would take 
Representative Svihra, Easton,--if it wasn't for educa-
tion and housing, my mail would be negligible 
Representative Frasinelli, Stafford,--teachers and state 
employees bombarding us with special bills 
Representative Larovera, Ansonia,--my mail and oral 
communications is heavier on education than all others 
combined 
Senator Mulvihill, Bridgeport,--of course, the school 
mail is heavy. The Education Bloc is at the peak of 
its pressure-out to get anything for the school teachers 
Senator Lynch, New Haven,--received letters from most 
of the manufacturers for vocational legislation and also 
letters for the teachers' colleges. 11 1 
In final analysis, one can say as to policy determination, 
the L.C.C. and the closely allied groups cooperated extensively, 
but as to lobbying of the billa, their cooperation was de-
limited. 
Pertaining to the latter, one must contend that cooperation 
among the C.E.A. and other lobbies at the state capitol is 
limited. A policy of "Yankee Individualism," coupled with 
lobby parochialism and selfishness, tends to inhibit 
1. Editorial in the New Haven Register, May 24, 1949. 
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the C.E.A. from cooperating with women, business, farm, and 
veteran groups1 and tends to prevent these organizations from, 
in turn, cooperating with the C.E.A •• Lobbies in Connecticut 
do not cooperate with each other as much as midwestern states 
like Ohio. Cooperation that does exist manifests itself 
within the confines of various bloc or functional groupings, 
as the farm bloc, education bloc, etc •• Consequently, one 
can say that extensive lobby cooperation, beyond the formal 
bloc pressure, has been practically nil in Connecticut. 
1. Cooperation between the C.E.A. and labor is prevented 
more because of the schism in educational forces, than 
to lobby selfishness of "Yankee Individualism". Since 
the creation of the C.S.F.T., which is supported by 
the state c.r.o. and the state A.F. of L., competition 
and keen rivalry to gain the support of the school tea-
cher has antagonized both groups to the extent that 
cooperation is impossible. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY 
In making a final analysis of this thesis, the writer 
has propounded the following concepts which he feels have 
affected and contributed to the degree of cooperation that 
exists between the Connecticut Education Association and 
other state groups. 
To commence with~ one must have an understanding of · 
the background of the C.E.A. in order to evaluate C.E.A. 
Cooperation with other lobbies. The fact that this teacher's 
group resembles a company union in 1) its conglomerate mem-
bership (which includes school superintendents, principals, 
and sundry educational technicians) and 2) in the superin-
tendent-dominated legislation it sponsors is important be-
cause said reasons were fundamental in the creation of the 
c.s.F.T. in 19~7. This latter organization was later res-
ponsible for ending labor's former cooperation with the 
C.E.A. on educational matters. Company unionism, along 
with the cooperation the C.E.A. extends in the formulation 
of broad legislative in the Legislative Coordinating Com-
mittee has labelled this teacher's group a conservative 
dominated educational organization which refrains from 
excursions into liberal or progressive projects. 
Secondly, a study of the comparative legislative programs 
. of sundry state lobbies has demonstrated the impossibility 
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of lobby cooperation. This fact is attributed to the paro-
chial and selfish reasons responsible for the creation of 
pressure groups in general. Said groups vehemently resist 
any attempt to infringe on their vested interests, and will 
cooperate with any group that would help in this opposition; 
but these same lobbies prefer to ignore and not extend their 
cooperation on bills of a general and beneficial nature so 
as to preserve their influence and strength on measures that 
involve their vested and selfish interest. When lobbies, 
whether educational, labor, women, business, farmer, or 
otherwise, extend their cooperation, said groups never go 
beyond what they consider their parochial interests will 
bear. Consequently, innate or inherent lobby selfishness 
or parochialism is an important factor which prevents exten-
sive cooperation among lobbies in the promotion of their 
respective legislative programs. 
Finally, the amount of cooperation that exists on the 
state level between the C.E.A. and other groups is limited 
to that of the groups in the L.c.c. and such others as the 
Parents Teachers Association and the Connecticut School 
Boards Association. Actually, cooperation among the L.c.c. 
members is concentrated in the policy determining stages and 
not in the lobbying or effectuating stages where each group 
pursues its own particular promotional activities. In fact, 
one can say that direct cooperation as a lobbying technique 
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is confined to bloc groupings as farm, labor, etc. and rarely 
extends beyond this larger functional entity ori the state 
level. Some people contend that this is due to a predomina-
ting feeling of "Yankee Individualism" which estops coopera-
tion. However, a more accurate evaluation would include 
lobby parochialism and then"Yankee Individualismtt and lobby 
immaturity as underlying :factors which :frustrate extensive 
use of this technique at the state level. 
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